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Spade~ti Named

College Newspaper~ Fight Le.g alities

Registrar __.

The central Administration of
Jones says the paper isn't sexist
parallel basis, will coordinate--ail
the City Colleges of Chicago is or racist and what thenewspaper
academic matters with Dean
picking up·the tab for what could staff objects to is a break in
Aldrich. said Rizzini. ·
be a heavy legal bill.
standards for minorities. He also
Peter Spadetti, Director of the
Spadetti commented that,
T _ ...... -eek
three con..maintains that because of their computer center, has been ap- "Regist"rars de al WI"th orgamzmg
...
.L<11111.
...
--&"' new•"'"" ..
papers made the news, one .•of - _In Hanover New Haampshire, policies· the aiiminiatration has pointed actmg registrar after information to be run through the
them reaching national media The Dartmouth administration is become uncooperative.
the oCtober 15 resignation - of c0mputers. They supervise the
coverage
trying to get the Dartmouth
Dartmouth President David David-Sullivan. The appointment most ·efficient way of processing
- The Richard J. D&ley College in Review to drop the name M~loughlin maintains that the only . was announced on Monday, information for ~tudents · and the.
college communtiy. A registrar
Chicago Illinois is currently .in · a' Dartmouth because- they feel the uncooperativeness extends to October 19.
legal battle with Warner Commun- P!-per, though run run by students college services, and the Review
RWC President William Rizzini who spends one half a day resolvications Inc. over Daley's naming has no affiliation with the college won't -receive such curtousies as and Spadetti declined COJ!lment ing a problem that should be
their student paper The Daley and is improperly using the college press releases, side line passes to regarding Sullivan's reason for · handled by the Academic Board is
Planet; Warner owns DC Comics name to_J'aise funds from alumni.· football games and college owned resignation. Rizzini felt it would not going _to be able to carry out
which in turn · owns exclusive Their anual budget is about businesses won't advertise in the be unethical to reveal such inform- his required task of serving as an
rights to the ·Superman trade- $100,000.
,
· paper.
ation. However, Sullivan had not information center."
mark.·
However, paper personel feel ·
reported for work three to four
Rizzini stated that Spadetti was
According to David Stagowski, differently. Michael Keenan Jones - the Boston College Height•, ~ weeks prior to his resignation.
chosen beca\ise "It iS the desire of
graphics editor for The Daley publisher of the paper has differ- paper independent of_the school
Rizzini, along with his corres- management to m~e information
Planet, the student pµblication has ent ideas. As quoted from the has filed a restraining order pondents feel the need to convert readily available to faculty and
no intention of changing their October 18 issue of the Sunday ·against the college administration the registrar's office strictly into students. There is a link between
name. "Our lawyers told us we ~n Globe, Jones feels "They •to pressure them into revealiiig an efficient college community the registrars office ancl the comphave a good chance of winning. We object tO our editorial comments the statistics on violent crimes on service. Prior registrars have
won't change it (the papers name) and our investigative reportinf.: campus. The school has until mi.de academic decisions that uter center. We. are ~trying to ·
unless we lose the
beciause it airs their dirty laund- November 10,1981 to decide should have been made by the correct .t he lack of information
Warner is sueU.g the central ry."
whether they: will - rei.ease : the. diviSion coordinators and the var- available at - the start · of the
administration of the City College
The Review was started a year campus secUrity p0lice logs or if ious deans . . This elimination .of semester. The ·. obviolis .choice, .
of Chicago for trademark infringe- ago wbe.c. five conservative they will go to court.
academic decisions by registrars is being -the Dir~tor~ of the Comp·
meJlt, injury to .business reputa- Dartmouth sturlents were unhap- · Height• Managing Editor, Ann is the chief priority of the .admini· uter Center-·Mr. Spadetti."
tion and 'engagement in deceptive py with the existing college news- Maini says ·~we &rent doing this to stration. The registrar will report . Spadetti is only the acting
practices. According to Stagowski paper, which they considered to be antagon'istic. It's important, directly to Mr. .McKenna on the · registrar. A search committee
_although Daley ·and Daily are have a liberal slant.
continued on page 12
administration line and, on a will choose a new registrar.
The Review is highly criti{'al on - - - - - - - - - - - - - •.....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
spelled differently Warner contends "They are pronounced and minority and womans studies and
heard the same. People don't see of the · use of -college monies to .
it spelled out .whe~ they hear it." support homosexual student

ease."

\

out of the 'discovery period' of
ta.king depositions is not due to go
to trial for another year to year
and one half and has acquired
national news coverage from Time
magazine and ABC news.
Stagowski says student and
administrative support has been
encouraging. "At first there was
the standard tongue-in-cheek, but
now everyone is behind us all the
~a ."

The Review is accused of being
'highly critical on minority and
womens studies and of the. use of
college monies to support homosexual student groups.
One college official was quoted
in The Gwbe as saying "They are
pretty hard on the blacks and the
Indians and the women .. .It's sort
of a little corner of the Ku Klux
Klan.

RWC Admissions
Policy Diffe:fent

· SHAPING UP: Valueland, an 11-store food warehouse promis·
ing to be Rhode Island's largest, debuts mid - November at Grant
Plaza. The store will employ more than 200 people.

bv Pat Forte

Two hundred eighty·five
· students out of 3,000 were re- junior year of high school, the
fused admission to RWC for this officers may explain that the
semester. Eight hundred twelve only way the student will be acnew students came to campus, of cepted is if he takes certain
these one-fourth were accepted courses in his/her senidr year of
on contingencies.
high school. Other students are
Roger · Williams College's accepted after completing college
unique admissions policy does courses the summer after
not base itself on specific require· graduation. ments. instead it takes a num\;Jer
Many students on campus are
of things into consideration.
non-matricula_ting students.
Robert Nemec, Dean of Admis- Non-matriculating students are
sions· describes the admissions not working for degrees.. These
p0licy as being "as sophisticated students were accepted on a con·
-a policy as any college in the tingency and will be accepted as
country."
degree candidates once the conAdmissions requirements are tingency is fulfilled. Admissions
established on the basis of an keeps track of the progress. ·
applicant's intended' major. A
Nemec, speaking of the
student's past record is looked at . school's admissions policy allowin the ar_e a he is planning to ing contingencies says "It's been
study.
excellent for us. It (the continNemec explains, "Our job is to- gency) becomes almost a chal·
see you have the background for lenge (for the student). The eviwhat you're to do."
dence of their success is as good
Nemec believes you can't look as the kid who wasn't put on the
a,t RWC's admission as accept or contingency."
·
reject," better than one fourth of . Nemec philosophizes that this
all our applicants admitted are works because it shows the stu·
admitted on some contingency." dent that someone cares and
If a student comes to talk to there is someone looking out for
admissions counselors in · their them. -
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Report (March 16, 1981), the latest argument: which presumes .a read"d
fth d lin
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te bing Ex and Writing for Science & Techa ion
aisO k to
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Mrs. Jody Jespersen, an in- problem with writing is that
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October 29, 1981

The ''Rookie''. Has Fresh Attitude

r

Interview with Cathy Bradford
Cathy's main goa!s and con- sure everyone is comfortable.
Student Life Advisor ..
cerns for the year are "to
A question that comes up a lot
. organize the student life office, to in speaking of RWC is whether or
improve its image arid to expand not this college provides a cornby Lisa Guarneri
the potential.
rnunity atmosphere. Cathy feels
The Student Life Office at A phone call came in for Cathy. this is an important area to
RWC seems to have a new out- As she took care of the call I got stress to all members of RWC. ''I
look. One of the main reasons for. the chance to look ar9und the feel ·there · is not .enough inter·
this fresh attitude is the rookie office, which is comfortable and · communication between depart·
student life advisor. Cathy Brad· well organized. She finished her ments.
ford came to RWC on July 1st ppone call and apologized for the · I'd like. to work with everyone
' '
on campus. If each section works
from Framingham," Mass. She at- interruption.
tended 4 years at Framingham . "Students have a mixed ·atti· by themselves walls are built."
State College where she majored tude. The students' I've talked to
One of Cathy's main concerns
in Education and Horne Econorn- enjoy many parts of this college. of the· students is that they don 't
ics. While at Framingham, Cathy They like some things but not take advantage of all that is
was a Resident Assistant and a the college as a whole. I don 't feel available to them. She stressed
·student teacher at We!lesley that many students are proud of the need for a more positive attiHigh School for the 10th-12th Roger Williams. I think kids go- tude · towards RWC and for
grade. Cathy stated that she is ing through college should be everyone to try and obtain the
"very comfortable" in her new . proud of their school. I was most of school. Cathy looked
position and enjoys the work. proud of my scJ:iool anci the edu- back on her college years and
She feels "it isn't restricting and cation I received there. If recalled them as "four of the best
there is always something new to students aren't proud of their years of my life."
do."
school, they ,-should be some·
Cathy feels that guidance and
where else or not in school at all.'' support are essential to students. ·
Cathy Bradfore - "rookie" Student Life Advisor
One of Cathy 's roles as Stu- "Students should seek inforrnadent Life Advisor is to support tion on an academic or personal
and manage the RA staff. Cathy level." The Health Program; the
believes that the RA's are Placement Office, Co-op, Student
_Writing
I
"definitely doing an effective Life and Peer Counseling are all
co~tinued from page 1job. I am very proud of them. available to students at RWC.
"Students should realize
They have a lot of new ideas and
writing experience, ·not so much a
are doing so much. Each person education can be informal. It's a
lack of skill. Combined with the
has their own style."
shared responsibility between ·
I
lack of Writing eXj>erience -is the
Everyone has their own opi- teacher and · student. Me talking
lack of reading experience. Part of
nion of the Student Life Office. I to you now is a form of education,
the problem is also that students
asked Cathy what the primary and I think it's really
complain and praise to the office .i mportant." _.
come in with little or no mastery of
President William H. Rizzini
grammatical conventions and little has appointed Dr. Ken Ceder· is this year. She stopped and · Cathy believes that something
or no sense of how to organize the gren, Director of · Cooperative thought, then smiled as if to say vital can and should be obtained
by Cl.audia Twardy
from every seperate experience
material." He added, "The real Education, to be Chairman of the this is not an easy question..
"The number one complaint to in ' life. People should stop to
Terri Cabral, a talented vocal- prQblem, as I see it, is the total United Way Camp&gn at Roger the office is students not wanting understand that.
ist, accompying herself with a folk indifference to the importance of Williams. Letters and pledge to follow rules and regulations
As I left her office a student
guitar, provided the entertain- writing and the need for clear cards are being sent to all full- which have already been stated rushed in and asked Cathy the
tirne faculty and college staff to in the handbook. One of our whereabouts of a room key. Her
ment for Wednesday's Coffee hour expression".
1
DiRaimo comments that a ask their consideration of this number one praises is that we quick and positive response
in the Snack bar.
produce results for the students. made me realize tha_t Cathy
Throughout her two hour per- Composition class of 25 students worthy appeal.
There are .139 participating
formance, Terri filled the Snack usually has an average of five or · agencies in the United Way that We take care of a lot of roommate · Bradford has the kind of spark
bar area with songs from artists six students who come in prepared serves our community. If you adjustmenti:; and try to make that RWC needs.
such as Carole King; Judy Collins, to take Expository Writing as it have taken a CPR (cardiopulmon·should be taught. To combat this, ary resuscitation) or Aid Course,
and Carly Simon.
· Terri's Carole King set con- · DiRaimo emphasizes revision and participate in the YMCA, use a
sisting. of "So Far Away", "Home a one-to-one instruction ·outside Day Care facility, or require the
Again", and "You've Got· a the classroom. However, DiRAimo services of the agencies serving
- SALOON
Friend", was totally enjoyable. explains, "Sometimes I have lto cut the emotionally disturbed· or
22
Broadway,
Newport
Projecting a clear sound, both iD a few corners that J don't usually physica!ly_handicapped-you 've
been
in
.
(ouch
with
the
United
847-5777
voice and instrument, Terri gener- - like tO cut. That is, I don't deal Way. /
with
the
longer
research
essay
of
ated a relaxed, mellow atmosThe United Way goal this year
phere. Carly Simon's "Antici- 1000 to 1500 words. I work is over $12-rnillioi:J.. It provides
pation" was Terri's strongest ~d primarily on the 500 to 700 word funding for much needed services
1most powerful selection._ . , ·
· essay instead."
to nearly one -'Out-·of every two
Terri modeled her guitar. after · ,, The Writing Center will be people in Rhode Island. As a
Joan Baez and Bufty St. Marie. instituted as a supplement to the result of new Federal legislation
The most lifelike mechanical bull in the
·
. . . .... •
.S he attended S.M. U. and partici- . required Composition 100 course, there will be cutbacks in funds .
. pated ·in . theater, ·opera and Expository Writing, with referrals ayaiiable to'help Rhocie Islanders
Monday Nites:
which will amount of 34 million
chorus. She has Studied dance and to the Center based on placement dollars.
·
· · ·
·
·
test
results.
The
placemen~
test
Football - 50 cent drafts
mime. Terri's' done plays at the
The United Way agencies are
would
be
administered
to
students
Tuesday:
_
Marion Arts Center Theater ai;id
working hard to deserve our supwill iiistrlict a children's theater during the first week of every port. As a Roger Williams comLive entertainment
semester._
w<>rkshop iii the near future. _
munity, let each of us'do our very
Wednesday:·
"I think the Center will enable best to make a pledge or cash
Beside~ exhibiting a love for all
Music by "Real Heroes"
;
aspects o(theater and dance, Terri students to look very closely at gift.
(The Coop, Office is located in
is a Research Analyst for an some of their weaknesses ·in their
Ladies' night
·insurance company in Boston. She writing. It -will make them more Dorm One, Uniti:; 4-5. Contribu,
_ 50 cent bar drinks all night
anticipates a move to N.Y.C. in conscious of those weaknesses,'" tions .and pledges · can be ~ left
Thu-rsday·:·: : ,· -: ': · - ·
-~: - " ;~
ther.
e
qr.
sent
thr;ougli
tb.
e
inter.
states
Mrs.
Jespersen.
"Students
which she hopes to establish
, , - .... .
.
'
. office mail for United Way).
will
be
given
the
opportunity
to
"Salloon
N
ite"
·
. .
herself with a substantial job in
tire business field and then persue work .under close guidance in
1.00 .pitcher of beer .* "* '
order to develop their skills as
her career in theater.
..... . . . ;
':i..
Terri constitutes a well-rounded writers. Perhaps students will
Free buli rides 8-10; ·ph,1s Mark aufnn
performer,. -~ relaxed conversa- tb~n gain m'.ore confidence in their
writing and in their use . of the
· Friday:
tionalist, and a s~perb singer.
The Coff~ho\J.se takes pl~ Engli$h language."
"Real Heroes"
every Wednesday from 9pm · (every Friday) ,_
..
llpm in th" .r&ised area of the
· We_ have had three days . in
Saturday:
·;.-;:,".:"·
· '\" ·_
.
Snackbar with free refreshments
whic' h · New and Transfer
· .., ~ 1~ ; .. ~.
"Real Heroes" :-~
available.
' ~ . :.
.
students could obtain 'thefr I.D .
. Sunday:_- ... >:: ;,~.,_'>
photos; An'.y student who missed
this opportunity· will be able ·'to
Wet t-shirt contest_; _. _,::. ,
c
join the new Evening .stuaents
ON THE BULL! (priZ'e$·_ ~warded)
who will · -be serieQ..:·Monday,
: { ~~-~- . :' · .. . . ,·f'. 7.." . •
~
N.o:vember.2,, 1981~ and 'I'butsday,
, ---~~~~~ -'(7;~ ~ ~~7; -~.·~~~-November-. p, .)9.6l ~:between the ·
$1.0Croff·cbver wit.b '.tnis~adand' RWCfD
.
_,,
hours of 5:00 and -~ :00 p.m.in the•• c~: ,, ., -. .. ,• ;:·· -severl>days':P~r-we:eir::o: .. r ; ,,~,- ,~,-. '
.·
. ,.
"'-·
-- .,
lobby of the Administration
Building.
with this coupon
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B.·. .r1s
· its History
y

F'eatures
·Topside Lounge:
A New Spot
In Town

part«:ine of a two part series

· by Betsy .Francis
The history of Bristol, a 300

elude traditional farming and
special weekend demonstrations.
diSplayed in many forms in
Coggeshall is open year round
museums throughout Bristol. offering school and .other group by Anne West
Each subject shows the rich vari- tours by reservation. Admission
Everyone's place. to lounge in
. ety of educational and cultural is free except for special proexperiences found in Bristol. . grams, events, and · prearranged comfort from sunrise -to sun. Each display is a valuable asset tours. Phone 253-9062.
down, Bristol's new Top Side
for Bristol residents and visitors
The Bristol Art Museum Lounge. Located on Hope Street
· .· 8like:
·
·
"'
· presents a series of summer ex- resting alongside the waves of
Here is a brief explanation of hibits of various art ensembles. the east bay· The Top Side
what . each museum offers:
·
Artists of local and national Lounge attracts the early mom. The Blithewold Gardens & renown show their works in the ing crowds of local fishermen to
Arboretlim borders Bristol Har- former ballroom of Linden Place the late night relaxers. Opening
.bor ~th its 33 acres of historic at the Annual Fall Jury Show.
at fj:30 a.m. and running strong
. landscape ·and gardens. Jt was
""The museum is open daily 1 through 12 midnight, enjoy 6
originally the late-Victorian sum- p.m.-5 p.m. and Friday 7 p.m.-9 . nights of comfort featuring
'merestateofMarjorie.Vanwickle p.m., June through October.
(Tuesdays); ladies night;
·· Lyon and is now the property of
Admission is free. The museum (Thursdays); draft special; and
the · Heritage ·Foundation of is located on Wardwell Street. every night the pleasure of no
Rhode Island.
Phone 253-8800.
cover.
The grounds are open for view·
The Herreshoff Marine
The Top Side under recent
ing from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. year Museum Qispl(lys a collection of ownership of Lum Costa, aspects
round. The mansion is open only yachts, engines, fittings, photoY- a thriving new business. Lum
from May to October, 12 p.m. to graphs, and memorabilia of the
Costa, resident of Bristol, and 12
4 p.m. ex.eluding Mondays and accomplishments of the former
yearh.ownder ofhCoTs_ta's FS~duitlandd,
holidays.
Herreshoff Manufacturing Com- pure ase t e op l e an
Admission: Mansion and pany.
opened in June of 81. The
During "The Golden Age of previous construction of The Top
Grounds, Adults $2.50; children
under 12, $1.00. Grounds only, Yachting", the company built
Side was a restaurant, remodeled
Adults $1.50; Children under 12, world famous power and sailand under management of
50¢. Guided group tours by ap· craft, including · yachts that · William Gordon, the lounge is
pointment only, 253-8714.
defended the America's Cup and
now enjoying a -fine atmosphere
The Coggeshall Farm Museum the first U.S. Navy torpedo
of relaxation and comfort.
Offering a full variety of
is an 18th century farm still in boats.
oper~tiori today . The farm . The museum, free to the . lounge area enhanced with fresh
features organic vegetable public, is open 1 · p.m.-4 p.m. . cedar wood and abundance of
gardens, herb cultures, a colonial Wednesdays and Sundays · in
stunning greenery, the lounge is
orchard, farm house and barn- May through October.
well· underway. Looking out'on
yard complex with livestock.
In the next issue of The Quill
the bay the top level enjoys a
Craft demonstrations are also look for information on the ·· full-length bar, a patio with an
Haffenreffer Museum of Anthrooutside bar for summer nights,
held at the farm.
Located within Colt State Park polos_y, the Bristol Historical & - and a lounge area that welcomes
iri Bristol, it ha-s yearly public Preserva ion S'ocflfty an<! other all. In the rear lower-level of the
activities highlighted by an museums around the Bristol
lounge area is an expanding pool
annual Harvest . Festival in area.
.
room and game room area. The
September.Summeractivitiesin·
. atmosphere is probably best
described as warm, and highly
pleasing to just sit down and
·relax.
·
·
Why the Top Side Lounge as a
birth name? The symbol of sailboats portrays the free-relaxing
Blithewold Gardens & Arboretum
moments one will enjoy at the
. Top Side Lounge.

year old .New England town; is

· ..

·~ ·

·\_'

Overlooking the Bristol Harbor - The Topside Lounge

Maurice Sendak's Latest
by Darlene Mikula
.,
Maurice Sendak's illustrations
for his latest children's book,
Outside Over There, and his set
and costume designs for Mozart's
The Magic Flute, are currently

found the drawings of the naked
six-year-old male hero to be offensive), and his most notable
Where The Wild Things Are.
He has received both the Calde-

being displayed at The Pierpont
Morgan Library in New York City.
Included in the exhibition are the
preliminary studies.. the final
watercolors, the original storyboard conception, and the . complete text of Outside Over There,
published this year by Harper &
. Row.
Sendak js the author and illustrator of numerous ch. ildren's
...
books. His first illustrations appeared in 1947 in Atomics For the
Millions, but his first children's
book illustrations were published
in 1951 in The Wonde".ftd Farm by
Marcel Ayme. Since then, Sendak
has illustrated almost 80 books
includingworksbyRandellJarrell _

cott Award (twice) and the Hans
Christian Andersen Award for his
contributions to children's literature.
The pencil-drawings for Outside
Over There were finis)led in a year
and the final waterc6lors were
completed two years later in
September 1979. Outside Over
There is the only book for which he
·
d'd
f'
·
1
not re me a smg1e picture.
However, Sendak maintains that
his writing is more important to
him because he believes he · can
always do the picture~. it's the
words that are hard to get right.
In an article appearing in Publisher's Weekly ("Sendak- on
Sendak," as told to Jean F.

and Isaac Bashevis Singer. His
own author illustrated books inelude, among several others, Higglety Pigglety Pop: · Or, There ·
Must Be More Life, the
controversial In .The Night Kitchen (some parents ·and librarians

Mercier; April 10, 1981), Sendak .
claims . the 359-word text was
revised over a hundred times
throughout five years before the
drawings were even begun.
The •artwork in Outside Over
There borders both the realistic
Coniinued on page 5
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Rows of green rolling countrySide. Patches of farm and fields.
The !llllell of salt from the sea. An
oCcasional snow in wintet and cool .
·~e.Winds in sunUner. 'Sound like.
BtiStol? It-could be, but it's Jl()t•.
/. It'if a ~n of He~n. ' ~-1*1.m Ui. We9t . _ whicla re6.·
~ 15 ~es aoqttt_Of Jerqaaiei!l. ' It's dilnate .ia v•ry·Similar tQ that ,. of ~; .There are seitoQla and. ·
·:. store. and..fanns there. But the
/ -. · substance. of ally . .city •nds
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50 cent drafts
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"•hole· new way. or life, "In ·
Hebron,"in theWesi Bank; everi~
thing is done With the family which
is usually very large. When familieS stick so cloaely together, one
gets a very
view ot' .·
society, and the family is your
'eommunity'."
·
.
"Jlere families 8eem inuch SIB&l. -lerandthereiahrmoreofasocial
life. The-'community' iS the entire
·_contlnued on Pll99 5
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Editorial
and
Opinion~ -..
Editorial
-.:students
H.elp. Yourselves

}
.

Last issue, in this column, we addressed
the teachers asking for their. help in preparing
students for ·the job market; in this issue we
are addressing the students ...
. Students, you may have read last issue's
editorial "'and said "You know, they'te right;
my teachers aren't preparing me for the job -~
market," and many of them may not be, but if
they aren't, remember - you can help your- ·self.
One day when you have , some free time
stop . by the Placement ·Office and look
through its library (that's right, the Placement
Office has its own library). There are books on
careers, books on gradu.ate school and
figures concerning the job.maFket - all in all
it. contains information that in the long ru~
will helJ? you more than the books in the cam. pus library.
0~. YOU have an h9Ur between classes?
Fqrget .. tpe snack .. bar and the pinball
mac.!'lines.Jor a day, instead, make an· appointment to see Frank -Katzanek, In case you don't
know, Fran- is Director of Placement and is
loaded with information on job opportuAities
for your major. She will help ·you get on the
right ~rack to achieve your career goals.
. Let s see now, you say· you have the extra
time, and the free hour, but you're only a
freshman ... so what? Get started now!
Now's the tim·e to qet involved in a parttime job in your field of interest, it's the time
to start an internship, H's the time to go on informative interviews. , he more preparing you
do now, the less confusion there'll be in your
Senipr year when it's necessary to pinpoint
your career goals.
To help pinpoint your career goals stop _by
the Co-op Office to find out more about the
Cooperative Education Program. Dr.
· Cedergr:en, Ken Osborne or Diane Harvey will
·be glad to-talk to you: .. .
·
M~hy students panic when hearing Co-op,
figuriQg they'li'have to take time off to go on
the assignments, and therefore, graduate
later - it doesn't have to work that way. But,
if itdoes it's only for the best, you'll have that
much more experience under your belt when
you go pounding on doors with your resume. · ·
You say you're not ready for Career Plan- ·
ning or Cooperative Education ... ttien help \
yourself by simply getting involved. Whether
you're involved in activities at home or at ·
school, let your prospective employer see
you've done somethi~g other than studying
· .
.
and partying.
Explore the campus' resources. Explore .
your personal resources. They are fountains
of information· just waiting to be tapped·.
If your professors aren't helping you, don't
wait for -them. Go for it and show them you
can prepare for your career on your own.

--------------------i(lleQuill
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To the Editor;
·· I have always considered the
Quill Editorial
a place to air
frusti-ations and hopefully . help
others through sharing experiences; I would like to s_bare an
experience I ·had last spnng with
other RWC students as a warning•
Last spring I traveled to Bermuda with Adventures in Travel.
The agency was brought to my
attention through it's advertisements on campus bulletin boards
and I see the ads are up again this
year. Be careful!
Here are the problems my
friends and I encountered with
Adventures in Travel last spring:
· An Adventures in Travel representative called one member
of the group four nights before the
trip at 10:30 pm to notify her and
her friends that the place th~y had
planned on staying at, Mermaid
Beach Hotel, would not be available to them
- The students were offered an
apartment and a refund of the
difference but Adventures refused
to put them in a comparable hotel,
as they had promised in their ads if
such problems should occur.
Mermaid is a beach front hotel.
There are no beach front apartments offered through the agency.
· Adventures in Travel refused to
give the students an apartment of
their choice, the:y were told that
they would be put wherever there

page

Lot Filled
g,?.2.<1 Cause
or

It happened agam,
so · I
thought it had. "I arrived at
school and tried to firid a parking
space·on uppet eampu,s which I
was lucky eriough tO 'be allowed
to have.
"
I was really ripping when I
searched every· possible location
in tb,e lot and fQund it jam packed.
.
''f'
I was forced to go down . near
the '<lorms thinking, it really
frustrates me that more parking
permits were iiven out than
spots were available to park the

cars.

was room.
- · When asked why they were ·
notified 80 late, the Adventures
representative said Mermaid had
called just that' night_and canceled
some rooms.
· the students called the Mermaid~
Beach Hotel in Bermuda. According to the hotel's manger, Adventures in Travel was receiving ail of
the roonis they had booked a year
in advance. No call had been made
to the agency.
- The students were .refused a
refund even though · Adventures
was not meeting their terms of the
agreement.
- As of two weeks before the
trip, Adventures in Travel had not
ified h
d
f Oigh
not
t e stu ents 0
t or
.ticket .information as promised.
Finally• one week before, the
students 'were notified that tickets
yvould not be mailed as planned
b'!-t would be given out at Logan
Airport the morning of departure.
In the long run the trip was
fantastic and Adventures in Travel corrected all of the problems '
but they were problems thai
should not have come up . in the
first lace
·
.
.
p
All I want to say IS th~t if you go
through Adventures m Travel,
make sure you get - what you
contract for because you're paying
for it!
Sincerely,
Judy Dias

_.,

All my anger was wasteQ when
I found out what the ·big · thing
was, blood donations were being
taken in the Student Union.
As a former hospital patient on
numerous occasions, I . was very
impressed to s~ this. Blood was
available when I needed i~ and
I'm glad tO see it will be there for
others who may need it.' ·'
Elizabeth Francis

Coed
Rooms?
To the Editor:

Estimated costs of living on
campus . at Roger Williams Col·
lege comes to $7418. Looking at
this amount many feel they are
not getting enough for their
money, but my point is in different respects to this amount. In
the few weeks I hav~ been back
to college, I have run into situations that I feel students should
be made aware of. My person&l
knowledge of three different
similar situations has appauled
me as a _student. I have found
people not attending Roger
Williams C?llege•. bu~ li":ing ?ere
on cru,npu~ m therr girlfriend s or
boyfriend s room. I am not suggesting just visiting, I am
stating living on the premises for
more than two weeks at a time. I
feel these pe<>ple are free-loaders
and are using the students'
money. I hope ·. on-camp~s
students will realize the amount
of dollar, and take actions to correct the situation at hand.
Anne West

October 8, 1981
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America
continued from page 3
society around you and there ia the good things fr9m my own
. constant interaetibn. I like tlie culture and the good from thia way
social lifestyle here. Many of the · of lite and have the 'beat of both
foreign students fear they will be worlds'.~ ·
The concept of nationalism in
rejeet8d or maybe just don't try to
'mix-in' with other members of . the U.S. seems to have dwindled
the college community. They stick in recent years perhaps because of
by Pat Forte
togeth~r so some never really get
a subjective analysia of American
the chance to experience ·the society· rather than an objective
different culture and meet new one. When we cannot see things so
Many students dream of studype0ple; rve learned so m~ch by clearly ourselves sometimes it is
.
ing
for a year in ·England, in
opening
my
wise
to
listen
to
an
observer.
"The
·
being involved and
Switzerland - how about New
mind to my new· surroundings and U.S. is a young country made up of
York? That's right, New York.
the people around me."
people from all over the world,
Hunter College in New York
Akram came to the U.S. for an with different valu~ and ideas;
City is sponsoring for the 1982-'83
education, but for the.internation- but there is only one government
academic year "JUnior Year in
al student there .i s much more :to ' _and it is a ' government of the
hiS . educatiQn than books ~d P!'()ple.· Americans strive for New York"; a program of study
cl8Sses;. ;"~pge ~was :a .-,ig :: equality, and they are trying to and off-campus apprenticeships.
The "Junior Year in New York"
prOblem at the belinning. I c:Ould .· build their nation, it is united. ' My
program intends to ·o ifer stunot ·communicate very well in homeland has been in eonfliet for
dents outside the city experience
English so my first few months thousi.nds of years, with s0 many
~at· Wilt . elp them in the JO.b
here were lonely and ·hard. · I ·people with such different values
market and socially 1U! well.
.· wa:tited:t9 ge~ everyt~g I~~ "· all crowded in an area the size of
· from my· -situation~ ·. I wanted · to · · the · ~ of New Hami>sbire.
The program ~ <>Pen to stU(Jents
experience life ' m Ammca, but '' l'h4tre is -not so much equality so ·· ' studying in the~ of Art( music,
dance, .film. \!iSual arts, theatre);
first I ·bad to be an observer.' I · there iS n9 ; unity: The most
Communications (interpersonal
w.atehed and liStened and adjusted imp()l'tant. thing 11ve learned here ·\ communications,
mema studies);
to the new lifestyle. The people is to depend on myself, but·at the
Urban Leadership · (political sci- here are friendly, they .. accepted · same, time to contnoute ~ the
me as I accepted them." . ·
cominunilv-iµl I can because with : ence, sociology' urban affairs) and
.The first ·foreign student to -be . s~ freedom, there comes inde- ·Education of th~ Gifted and Tai(elementary and seconaary).
- .ehoeen as . an RA, Akram has . pendence. Isn't that what the ented
For admissio'n to the Juni"or.
· ad&pted to Aaierican college life United States was built on, freeYear in New York program, the
succes8funy. "Being an RA has dom and independence?"
application should submit:
Akram . is but one of many
helped me beci.use I have contact
1.Thecompleted application form
with so many people and .that's foreign students who come to the
2.A__statement of indiVidu&l
what I want. I know everyone and U.S. every year to attend colleges
goals;
.
care about them all, I like to help . and universities. In a world such
3. Official college transcripts.
people. Bejng thousands of ,miles as ours, where there seems to be
4·Two letters of recommend•~
away from home, I cannot afford so . much unnecessary distrust,
tion from appropriate faculty of
to g0 there on vacations and Violence and suffering, ·there apthe student's home campus;
weekends and intersessions. I eat pears to be a need for communicahere, sleep here, and work here, tion between peoples of different Applications must be in by Aprill,
so I feel as though this is my home, nations, and much of that com- 1982·
The approximate cost for tuiand this," he says, and proudly munication comes from educatiQn.
surveys his room, "this is my Akram believes that an important tion, room and board is $4,000.00.
For more information and applihouse, I live here."
·
. part of an education is, "learning
While immersed in a culture how.to open your mind to different cations write to:·
Junior Year in New York
VS1 ~ · ~ hia. ..QWQ.. ~~ Nld culAkram retains his native culture tores. By doing this there ;m &; a
: Buntw Coll191, City University
of New York
.
and background, "Now I have two better un<Jerstanding of the hu695 Park Avenue
languages, I have experienced a man being~, a better chance for a
New York, N.Y. 10021
different way of life and learned peaceful existence." ·
or call:
about different people. I can take
(212) 570-5854.

-Discover-·
New York ·

Evaluating -Financial Aid

. Students on at least 10 campus- lems(or compl&ints, and a random
es across the country - will be sample .questionnaire .wu· U.0
conducting forinal evaluations of distribUted, says Angel Naber, their financial aid offices, ,u nder a campus coordinator of tht! Catholic ·
national project financed by . a u. project. Its results were used ·
Fund for Improvement of Poetsec- · to help back up recommendatiOns
ondary Education grant.
made by the panel. These included
· The stud,nts, along with faculty 8uch things as making financial 8id
;, and administration, will. be 'l~kiiig ' publieations more" clear .and setfor ways to Diake finalicial -aid tmgeveninghourstorthefinancial
operations·more consumer-orient- aid ~ce to . accommodate partffi
Arth
-·
ed and mo~ e · cient, says
ur__time and nontra:ditional students. ·
·Hildago,~ of .the ruiancial . The other 9 satellite campuses
Aid Project of the United Siatea to b8&>me involved thia year .will
Student Association. The project use the Catholic e~irlenee as a
. ,b,egan with . a _pilot evaluation at ·laun.ching · piul: · but ·.will also . be ,·
Catholic U. last year. A council of encouraged to ·try other methods ·"
d
d 1 ·
22 people- 11 stu ents an
1 of obtaining 'infOrmation-: Ulti- .
members of the faculty .or admini- mately, their exJ)el'ienc:es will be
. stration- made an iilitial evaluation used to develop publications that ,
of 13 different areas .of operation ' can be widely' distributed to aid
within the financial- aid office. any interested st,udents in setting
h 'd ·all
fin cial 'd al ·
Public hearings were · er, · to . ow up an · ai ev uatlons.
st~dents to discuss specific probNaber and Hildlgo admit some
'
financial aid administrators may
not welcome outside serutiny of
their work. "That's .why we try to
make it a coope~~tive approach,"
Hildalgosays. "We're not interest- .
:, . __ . , .ed ,in attllcldng ~individual, but
The formation of the . :r-Je.w. -sometimes .attacltjng the:':· WIJ.Y .
England Songwriters' association,' . thlngs are done~-, ~chools, and :
headquartered in Cumberland, student.s are both feeliµg the
R.I., promises to fill the void that -crunch right now. Financial aid
songwriters in this area. have had · has to be as student consum~r-orito endure.
- ented as possible or more students
M. Gale McNiff, executive di- will get frustrated, and the droprector of NESA, explains, "The out rate will increase."
association will direct its energies
towards the needs of this ct:eative \.
community, thereby elimina
.· ting - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
the exodus of our talent to
Nashville, Memphis, New York
Humanities Grant
and L.A. We intend to develop a
strong network in order to assist
Deadline Approacing
and highlight our members'
works
..
In
addition,
various
seminContinued from page 3
__________...,_ _ _ ars, workshops, and forums, enThe Rhode Island Committee fo
and the mystical, evolving fBceless Rosie, which he ·originally comcompassing all phases of songwrit- the Humanities (RICH) is accept
goblins and haunting dances as pleted in · 1974 as a half-hour
ing, are scheduled to begin this iiig project proponb under· it
intriguing as: the gradations of animated film for children. He also
fall. No longer will the New Novem~r 30th grant deadline
color itseH. Where his text leaves worked on Leos Janacek's The
England songwriters be forced out Through it,s grant programs
off, the illustrations merely begin·, • Ou:nning Little Vixen presented by
of this area to attend programs RICH assists local organization
taking the Viewer on a fantastical the New York City Opera comVital to their profession."
and academic : institutions i
journey through the child's mind, pany. Currently he is at work on
Some of the services offered to funding public' projeds that ad
simple yet somehow amazmgly designs for Prokofiev's For The
The Art Club is sponsoring a bus their membership include lea<J
vance scholarship and learning .
sophisticated in their portrayal of Love of Three Orangea which will trip to New ¥ork City, November
sheet serVice; research; Video
action, setting, tone, and expecial- ·be presented at Glyndebourne, 5th, frOm 7am to 12pm. Tickets library; collaborator referius; and · history, literature, philosophy an
other humanities studies. An
- England, .in the spring of 1982.
ly emotion. .
are $12.00 each.
. a monthly newsletter. NESA is
Rhode Island citizen affiliated wit
The drawings and maquettes by
Sendak, 53, grew up in Brcioklyn
· All are welcome to come see the also working to establish competiand many of his childhood memor- Sendak will be on display at the museums, shows, bars or to just tiops, annual festivals, and a New a non-profit . organization tha
wishes to sponsor a public human
ies e~ their way into his story Morgan Library until Noveml;ler l, go shopping!
·
England showcase similar to those ities program is eligible to apply.
'and his art. He also claims as his . 1981. Also available at the Library
For more inforination contact in California.
Grants are awarded by RICH o
influences the romantic painters are The Art of Marice Sndak by Kathy at 253-7106 or the Art
Detailed information on mem- the basis of open competition fo
Wiliam Blake and Philipp Otto Selma G. Lanes, which is selling at Department.
(
bership and programs may be times anually. Proposals su
Rµnge, as well as Wolfgang a special reduced price o0f $34
Seats will be filled on a first obtained by writing or - calling
mitted for funding must dra
Amedeus Mozart, Caspar David (regularly $40) and Outlide Over come first serve basis.
NESA, 3261 Mendon Road, Cum- upon one or more of the human
"
Friedrich, Heinrich Von Kleist, There, 8elling ' for $12.95~ The
berland, R.I.02864, (401)767-3130. ities disciplines and involve a
·_ and Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm.
Morgan Library is located at 29 E.
NESA is a service association1 least on~ humanities scholar in th
In 1980 Sendak designed the 36th Street and is open Tuesday
! planning and implementation o
not established for profit.
sets and the costumes for the through Saturday from 10:30a.m.
the project.
Houston Grand Opera's production to 5p.m. and Sunday from lp.m. to.
RICH, an independent affilia
of The Magic Flute and-in 1981 he 5p.m. There is a suggested adult Policy
of the National Endowment for th
wrote the libretto and lyrics for adniission charge of $2.
1
Humanities, was created in 1973
· . continued from page 1
the off-Broadway musical' ReaJJ,y
"very
~ompetitive",
help
foster a greater public apprePeterson's Annual Guide to
Nemec
suggests
the
history
of
ciation
and understanding of th '
Undergraduate Student ' (1981)
describes RWC's admissions the college is the reason for the humanities. In its eight ye
policy . says "The stress is on false impression people have of · history, Rtca has awarded more
than $1 million in grants for the
applicant's motivation for a col- the school's admission policy.
Nicholas Altenbernd will appear. InSitute of Technology. Ai Cornell lege education and preparation to
Roger Willi~ms College began support of programs that combine
in recital Sunday, November l, University and at the New benefit from the programs of the as an adjunct of Northeastern, it the insights of the humanities with
was located in the YMCA and issues of public concern.
1981, at 7:30 p.m., in the Bay England Conservatory, he studied . college."
For more information on t.he
Room of the Student Center at with John Kirkpatrick, Noel Lee, . / Peterson's guide classifies featured a two year program like
grant programs and deadlines,
Roger Williams. COilege, Bristol, Virginia Marks, and Edwin RWC's admissions policy · as a community· college.
Although Nemec admits the please contact the Rhode Island
Rhode Island. The program will Hymnovitz. He has appeared "competitive" along with Provifeature piano works of Liszt, widely as a soloist and accom- dence College, Bryant College, admission policy was at one time Committee for the Humanities at
Rhode Island College and the "much more lenient", he insists
Mozart, Beethoven, Wevern, and panist· in recital.
_
University of Rhode Island. In RWC has never had an "open" 463 Broadway, ProVidence, or call
Chopin.
The ooncert is free and open to . contrasti Barrington and Salve admissions policy. He also states 273-2250.
Mr. Altenbernd, who presently the public. A ' recep~ion "with , Regina•Colleges are classifi,ed as · that since he has been Director of
resides in Boston, is on the staff of refreshments follows.
"not competitive" and of course, Admissions no one has been
the music library.at Massachusetts
Brown University is listed as guaranteed admission.
'.J i

Voids Filled For
L }S
•t
OCa ongwr1 ers

Maurice Sendak

Art Club Notes

........________________
/

Altenbernd to appear Nov.'1
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'Debates·Held,-CPlattOrrns:Presented
by Clm&dia 7\uanli ·

Student · senate platforms and
debates were held Monday night
in the Bay Room, with each
canidate presenting their platforms and answering questions by
the audience.
There are three seats available
- f~r freshmen and transfer students. The f'!llowing four candidates are seeking these positiOns:
Chris O'Connor, Judy Nolan (ju-

nior transfer), Martha Krameisen,'
andJoe DeFransesco.
There are four candidates competing for the two upperclassmen
seats available. Glen Weinel', ~Craig Orent, Mitch Nault, and
· ])ave Flashner are the upperciassinen running.
- Following the freshman plat· forms, all fo1lr canidates were
asked questions concerning the ~
weaknesses of the Senate, aspects
that the Senate should pursue, and

Glen Wiener
---

/

... -

Judy Nolan
Some people run for a student
senate type of organization because they feel a certain amount of
prestige goes along with having
won the election. They reveal in
the glory tliat they feel is associated with being a member of a
student senate and miss totally the
whole objective behind the organization and .the responsibilities that
go along with the position. They
fail to see that they are there. to
help the students who elected
them tO office and not for the
notation on their transcript that
says they were a Student Senate

MynameisGlenWienerandrm
running for Student Senate. rm a
J'unior and have lived on · campus
for, two_ye~:-Because this is my
thltd ~l!ar livmg on campus, 1 see
and live through many of the
~~blems there ~ in campus
livmg. rm a captain of the footbaQ.
te~m. and played hoc~ey ~t year·
This. year _fm wor~g with the
Public Aff8.ll'S Committee. I understand the new goals of the senate
and I feel I can help the senate
reach these -goals. .Because I
understand these goals I can make
Rogei: W~ms College a better
place to live.

Ma rth a
Kram e •. sen·

unnecessary arguments. Although· bother over trivial issues, the
a segment of t'!e debate could he candidates were Bsked to restate
considered worthwhile, it appear- their original goals ~use obed that the freshmen transfer viously, everyone lost track of the
candidates conducted themselves original purpose.
more maturely than the -upPerRegardless of the nature of the
classmen.
.
, issues raised, the enth~~m,
Perhaps an objective spectator participatiol), and spectator turncould describe the essence of the out was far above average. It was
upperclassmen debate in one word a most inte~esting evening, the
"Apathy". The over emphasis of merit of which will be determined ·
this concern shadowed the original Thursday and Friday, October 29
purpose of the debate. After much and 31 at the polls.

Chris O'Connor

Dav1•d s•

After observing a couple of
r My n~e ~ Cahrisfre
. .sOhman'Connseaor.antm·d meetings I d~ded that the Stum runnmg ~or
dent Senate appe~ to me because
th Std t Se t
eThrough
u en t na:
e.
my years during it leaves itself open to the entire .
ou
high. h l I 6 It th des:- to take college for problems that need to ·
sc oo ~e
e
.. "'
be resolved or id~as which could
Heel the Roger Williams Stu· · an active interest in clubs and be helpful to the school.
. dent Senate would benefit by my various activities. I worked on our
Participating in the activities o1
presence because I am fairly .Community Council, wrote for the R<Jger Williams College is importfarmiliai' with the workings of the school newspaper and took part in ant to me so that I may become .
schools by laws to also the way's in an Activities Committee. Our goal aware of all_it has to.offer and then
which the students would like to in each of the organiZat-ions was to convey it to the students. Making
see things accomplished. Being a have the entire student body the most out of wherever you are
Senator is a prestigious positi~n benefit from our actions. I feel it is is the only way to grow in a college
which if used properly, can help very important that each student atmosphere.
- the college community, because have the right to voice their
I have the will and the desire to
you are able to express the views opinions and thoughts about the help the Senate continue as the
and opinions of the students and school they attend.
- strongest voice on campus.
not just your own. This is e x - & - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
tremely important for if the college community is not happy the
student senate will not be considered an affective representation of the students views and
opinions.
Hello, for those-of yo.u who don't
Although I am only a sophomore know me, my name is Craig Orent
- I have been very busy trying to and I'm running for Student
improve the Roger Williams com- Senate. I am a first semester
munity. Just some of the things sophomore . here at RWC with a
'
I've done last year were to major in administration .of justice . The reason that lam runJ:!ing foi
represent the students at the and a minor~ ~~tical_ scien~. A the Student Senate is because ]
dorm government meetings while few of the act~vities wi~h which I I feel that I have the qualities of ~
also establishing the first legal am ,presently mvolved .m here .at · ies.der and that my peers respect
representations community were school. are t~e Public . Affairs , my judgement an<t what I stand
students could feel free to see <:omIDittee which deals with rela- for on their iSsues. And if I am
anyone on the committee to dis- tion~ petween .RWC and .t~e elected, I feel that I could work
cuss their problems they were outside co~umty~ the ~udicial ivery well with the fellow senators
encountering with the judicial Board which mediates dispu~e.~ to tackle problems 'that face our
board.
between students and the adIDimll
mmu 'ty at the present
egeFurthermore,
co
m
.
l.f I am elected to the student strat ion,
and- 1 am ":orking wi'th . a ico
time.
I believe that
senate I will try with the utmost of group of people mterested m- being a senator is
honor and a
my ability to represent my fellow ~arting a model U .N. organiza- job, a job that is wo;king for the
students, while also trying to tion.
. .
stu'dents to better their education
accomplish tasks they wish to see
· There are five 1D1portant goals · and student life. Because of •this
accomplished.
that I want to reach if I am fact my major goal is to improve
My' main reason for running for elected.
upon the students life and educastudent senate is to try to estabThe first and most obvious point tion here at our college.
lish a sense of well being to pride is that I want to aid in as many
The reas0n that I feel that I am
with in the Roger Williams com- Senate operations as possible.
qualified for t'1is P<>sitjon is that I
munity, while wiping out the
Secondly, I want to contribute tiave had past experience from
feeling of apathy the students to the continued improvement of High School. I served as a Senator
have toward the senate body.
the Senate. By being dedicated, for four years as well as president
•
persistent and willing to work of my cl.ass for three years. I know
hard, I will add another step how to deal with people and their
_
upward on the ladder of improve- problems in such a way that·is fair
ment.
to them and satisfying to everyone
Furthermore, I feel that one of else. Also, I waited until my
_
the most important duties of a sophomore year tO run for the
senator is to be a source of senate because I felt this . would
information and communication giye me a year to see what .w ent on
between the Senate and the stu- at college and what the student's
Hello, my name is Joe Delran- dents~ A Senator should be needs reaµy are so that would be
1
cesco and I am running for Student expected to have enough sense able to serve them better.
Senate. I would like to see the and understanding to either
plan to accomplish these goals
1
Student Senate be active. In order answer students questions or by working diligently on the
for the Senate to be active we need bring the problem to the · Senate following matters that I feel are
members on the Senate who are · floor 6Lor cM;~ion. H elected, I will be pertinent to our college communwilling to put thtf time and effort an active part in this problem ity as well .as the subj~ that
into making this ye_a rs Senate solving function.
_.
other fellow 8ena~rs have facil:\g
compatible with the students and
My fourth priority is to contin'ue the Senate.
...
faculty. I am willing to devote my the sttong sense of procedure and
time and. effort in order to make organization within the Sena~.
the Senate work better·
Without these I feel the school will 1. To. make ~WC a college that we
can be proud of in the oitside
A senator is a voice fQr the go no where: .
people. He rep_~nts the student The fifth reason that I want to world and not ashamed that we
' body. I will always be willing to be your Senator is.·to help improve attend school }Jere.
listen to anybody and .refleet_their
continued_on page 12 opinions at upcoming meetings.
continued on page 12
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member.
I am not running for Student
Senate for glory. I intend to work
· at the job in the best way I know
how. ' The college community is
made up not only of students but
of faculty, administration mem- ' Mr. President, constituents of
hers and the local townspeople. All the Student Senate and members
of these groups must work togeth- of the st'Qdent body. My name is
er for .the best interests of every- Martha Krameisen and I am
one and liaisons are needed, which running for one of the freshman
'is where i believe I can fit in best. positions on the Student Senate.
I have the experience in working Before I give you my goals and
effectively with all these groups objectives as a member of the
and allowing ·for all of them to be Student Senate, let me give you a
coptent with .the. ~esults obtained little of my background. I attended
with time and consideration give.ii a highly regarded public hi~h
to the situation.
school on Long Island during
Being- a junior and a transfer which I was ·a student representstudent: I am able to bring with ative for the Student Council. My
me to the Senate ex~riences of responsibilities included being a.
past membership· on a student middle person between students
government in another college. I and council membei:s. Also, I was
have chaired committees of the a member of the Bethpage ~ighfaculty, headed a drive to change School Leaders Club, in ~hich
facµlty by-laws, was involved in a members were to be active in at
system of tea~her evaluations by least two varsity sports and mainstudents and a member of sever&l tain an 85 average. Other clubs in
ad hoc committees. I hope to be which I was active were the
able to use my membership on 'the Political ActiVities, EnvironmenRoger Williams Student Senate to tal and Art Clubs.
- jimprove the relations between the
Presently as a freshman I am a
students,_faculty and administra- member of the Student Judicial
ltion, to have other students more Board and I am actively involved
!involved in school activities, to let wit)l the Research Committee. I
lthe people at RWC know the am now running for one of the
Senate is there for them, to freshman positions on the Student
!l'esolve their problems and I hope Senate.
tto be th.e person they can trust to
I am extremely familiar with the
18"et the work done for them.
new president's proposed changes
I cannot promise miraculous in the system. I am a strong
ichanges but given the opportunity advocate of these changes, willing
~· .vould like RWC's Student Sen- and able to work with Ray and the
iate, YOUR Student Senate, to be , other members of the Senate to
1the place to go where you know engage-these inovate ideas. Most
:rou won't get the runaround. impo~y I will remember that l
!Where you will know y0ur opinion am·there as a representative of the
~ welcome and where viable Student Body and therefore keep
ichanges in the college community an open mind and,_·ears to any
will be initiated. I am the PersOn complaints or suggestions that you
with the motivation and .initiative might have. ,'
' ~get thingis done. Let me show I look forward to' working with
~ou exactly what I can do.
, . the Student Senate on behalf of
Vote for me, Judy Nol&n for . the Student body, so please keep
Student Senator;.
October 29 th.things.in mind when you are
. ~d 30.
·
. voting on Thursday and Friday. .

•oo

the biggest . problem facing the·
Student Senate at the present. All
candidates conducted themselves
adequately, but perhaps the most
prepared and most convincing was
Judy Nolan, a junior transfer
student.
The upperclasspian debate became very heated. Considering the
!!Ubstsnce and pertinence of the
questions raised and the answers
given. The debate became too
involved with petty issues and

Craig Orent

Mitch.ell
Nault
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Space Club
Scholarship
, offered
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A Plea
For Peace FrO:qi "Radical''
And Rhode Island became a
He had been banished a decade months to leave. But Williams left and he was soon criticizing the
before, yet the outspoken radical ' more quickly, prompted by the practices of other churches in the haven for those whose beliefs
differed from the majority's -- Ann
of his day still. could be heard in arrival of an English vessel in the colony.
Utlimately, Williams was chast- Hutchinson, for instance, found a
the ci>lony which had driven him Salem harbor- sent to transport
ized by the General Court and home there.
out.
him back to his native land.
Massachlisetts, too, has historRoger Williams, in October,
Born in Wales in 1599, Williams other churches took their turn at
criticizing
him.
His
own
congraga,
ically
been chided for its rebuff of
1654, wrote to the General Court had come to America in 1630 on
tion, too, began to tum away from ' Williams, whose reputation has
of Massachusetts to.request a stop the Ship "Lion".
to what he saw as unneces&ry
Upon his arrival in Boston, he him. The General Court voted to · gained .famed.
wars against the Indians in New· was offered the job of ministering oust him from the colony; finally, '. And it's sought to make amends.
• England.
to that city's church while its it decided to ship him back to In 1946, on the 300th anniversary
of the foundinll Providence PlantaWilliams, who. had long be- pastor sailed to England for a England.
But WiIJiams escaped to Indian tions of Roger Williams, the
friended the native Americans, visit. He refused, saying the
called on the legislators to halt ·• congregation was . "unseparated", friends in the Seekonk area and · commonwealth terminated the
destruction of the tribes they had and his critism of the congrega- finally made his way to the . General Court decree banishing
met when they first came ashore tion, which included some of the .Narragansett region where he him from the colony.
in the new land. .
colony's best minds, was his first established the settlement that - --::::-- - - - - - - - - - - became,the state of Rhode Island. !he piece ~ ori~y published
Williams' voice · by then may misstep in the new land.
In 1631, Williams was offered He named the settlement Provi- m Bowspnt Magazine of New
have received a hearing: In 1645,
he had been named the first the pastorship · of the Salem dence; his beliefs became the basis Bedford, Mass. on October 4,
governor of what is now Rhode : churc}. BJJt the General Court for the Baptist faith.
1981.
As leader of the new . colony,
· dispatched a letter warning cauIsland.
Roger Williams had fled his tion, and the Salem church did not ·· Williams gained a reputation for
home in Salem, Mass., a decade enllaa:e Williams. He went instead tolerance both of other faiths and
before his election, to escape the to Plymouth where he taught as an other races. While he . strongly
decree of the very General Court assistant to Rev. Ralph Smith. disaproved of the beliefs of the
to whom he adressed his plea. .
But, by 1633, Williams asked to go Quakers, he steadfastly refused to
The legislature h&d then given on to Salem, where he became· a persecute them. He maintained a
the outspoken radical, then the pastor in · 1634. Here he won long friendship with many Indian
·
pastor of a · Salem church, six adherence of his flock f:o his idell!I- clans.
/

New ·Faces
on Campus

. The National Space Club will
award a $3,500 scholarship for the
academic year 1982-1983. ~ The
scholarship is in memory of Dr.Robert H. Goddard, America's
·rocket pioneer. The award is given
to stimulate the interest of talented students in the opportunity to
advance , scientific knowledge
through space research and exploration. The 1982 Award Winner
will be introduced to the nation's
leaders in science, government
and industry at the Goddard
Memorial Dinner to be held March
19, 1982.
The terms of the scholarship are as
• followii:
.
1. The applicant must be a U.S.
. citizen, in at least the junior year
of an accredited university, and
have the intention of pursuing
. undergraduate or 'graduate studI ies in science or engineering
. during tpe interval of the scholar: ship.

2. The selection for the award is
made· by the NSC Committee on
Scholarships on .t he basis of the
following:

a. Official tranl!(:ript of college
record;
Economics and Cobol Programb. Letters.of recommendation
ming instructor, Louise Perl, join- from faculty;
ed Roger Williams staff this year.
c. Accomplishments demon- .
Perl obtained her BA from · strating personal qualities of creaBernard-Columbia and her MA • tivity and leadership;
d. Scholastic plans that woul~
from URI. She chose RWC be- ·
cause she is able to lectu;e both lead to future participation in
some phase of the aerospace
Economics and Comuters.
Prior to her employment at sciences and technology;
e . .Personal need is considered, .
RWC, Perl taught at URI for two
years,. and prior to that, was ·but is not controlling.
·
employed · at Allendale Mutual
'
Insurance where she F orked with 3. Applicants should apply by
. computers.
letter and provide the necessary
· Single, and originally from New data requested -in a, b, d and e, .
York City, Perl now resides in above no later than January 12,
WarWick with her thirty plants. 1982. to:
· She plans to stay at RWC and
comments that it is "a lovely National Space
Club/Goddard :scholarship
were given.
1629 K Street, N. W. , Suite
Single, and originally trom New
700
York City, Perl now resides in
Washington, D.C . . 20006 .
.Warwick with .her thirty plants.
She plans to stay at RWC and
Mr. Don Hegg is the Chaim1an ·
comments that it is "a lovely
school."
of the Scho~ship Comnµttee.

Louise Perl

health 1Uatters
Dr. Robert Heath discussed the correlation
between' behavior and central nervous system as
Health Service Staff related to marijuana use. He noted that mariby Kathy Flanagan
juana activates the brain 's pleasure system and
I
If you sm9ke Marijuana please take the time to in doing ·so can cause damage to that system,
He conducted studies with Rhesus monkeys
read this brief article.
whose central nervous system is close to man.
The studies indicated that heavy (3 joints a day ·
for 5 days a week) and moderate smoking
On September 9, 1980 representatives from
major corporations, foundations and p:rofesmonkeys suffer from permanent impairment in
sional associates and social agencies gathered in both function and structure of the brain. The
New York City to hear a panel of experts speak · changes occur predominately in deep brain sites
about marijuana's medical and social effects.
which are known to affect emotions. The
monkeys were exposed to marijuana for 6
Four scientific experts, all associated with the
months after which their brain waves were
American Council on Marijuana summarized
their findings . I'd like to share with you exrecorded for another 8 months.
cerpts from their presentations.
Dr. Heath's lab findings correlate with find· .
ACM's President, Dr. Robert Dupont noted
ings in his clinical studies where young people
that "until recently marijuana has had an
who have been smoking marijuana for a signifialmost free ride in our society, being perceived
cant period of time were showing behavior
by large segments of our population as a
changes. Marijuana users tend to believe that
harmless giggle." Medical research and clinical
marijuana smoking is associated with "insutdies are finding this perception wrong.
creased caring, concern, warmth, interpersonal
Since the 20th century began every single age sensitivity, compassion and closeness."
group in the American population has improved
Clinical studies show flaws in this belief. In
its health from one decade to the next, with one some cases marijuana intoxicatiol). leads to a
exception. During the last 20 years Americans
decrease in interpersonal skills - empathy,
warmth, acceptance and genuineness. Some
between the ages of 15-24 have become significantly less healthy as measured in terms of the · users became withdrawn and were more inward
peath rate. According to the 1980 Surgeon
than other-person-oriented. Marijuana can alter
Gener.a l's report many of these deaths are drug ~ interpersonal skills. Friendships, marriages and
related. Dr. Dupont sees the notable increase in professional relationships can be affected. I ·
marijuana use as a major health hazard. A
think it's important to point out that research
survey by HEW clearly validates this increase. now is based on 16w dosages that were prevalent
10 years ago. The marijuana currently available
A survey of young people between the ages of
has shown a 25 fold increase in potency, this is
18-25 were askedjf they had ever smoked the
drug. In 1962, 4 percent said yes, in 1979, 68
likely to uncover more serious harm.
!percent; half of the latter had used marijuana
Dr. H. Voth, staff psychiatrist at the.Men1<>ver 100 times.
ninger Foundation focused 6n marijuana's
Marijuana is not a simple or pure substance,
psychological impact. He drew attention to the
lbut a complex mixture of 421 known chemicals fact that marijuana impairs young people's
lfrom 18 different chemical classes. Among these motivation and competence. He warned that its
tare 61 canabinoids which are "lipid soluble"
use could hamper their ability to contribute to
!meaning that they are stored in every major
society. He concluded by stating that "unless
prgan of the body. C1µmabinoids from marijuana society wakes up to the seriousness of the marilstay in the body for 21 days and the younger
juana crisis, millions of young people will be
he age of the first users the more pronounced
unable to deal with the awesome responsibilities
~he drug's effects over the long term.
that await them as adults."
Health Service News: Marijuana Update

c, ·

Bernice
Bronson
.Bernice Bronson was recently
appointed a full-time one semester
position in the Theater Arts
department, replacing Betsy Argo
who . is in England .for the semester~
.
She is currently rehearsing the
' RWC's Coffeehouse's production
of; "The Robber Bridegroom,"
along with teaching various theater courses. Bronson says she
loves the students at RWC best of
all because they're; "gifted, interesting, and 1thoroughlyr whole/'
Bronson's backround includes
the writing of the weekly cbildren' s show, "Allamaze," which
aired on chanel 12 and explored
different crafts and arts. She also
served as the Artistic Director at
the Looking Glass Theater in
Providence for 10 years.
· One of Bronson;s · most recent
works is her piay vefmon of "The
Legend of Sleepy ·;.Jloilow," in
which she cast all children into the
parts. It airs Halloween night on
cbanel 36.
·
,,~

''
Upon final completion, of his
work, the Winner shall prepare a
brief report on a topic of his
selection to be presented to the .
National Space C,lub. .·
·
~·

5.

The successful applicant for the
scholarship will be notified on or ·
befor March 1, 1982. Unsucessful ·
applicants will not be individUally .
notified.
·
Funds awarded are · p~d to the .
Winner through his university
before the new academic year
begins. The Winner is eligible to
compete for a second year if the
circumstances and his ac,
complishments are warrented.
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RWC Students R~lly Throu

On Saturday, October 17, drivers in the First Annual Student Senate sponsored Road Rally .
roared around Bristol and Newport.
The road race, monitored by
Jeff Tucker, Jeanne Silag, Phil
Longo, Vicki Shuman_, Ci~dy
McNeish and Kim Tinkham was
based on a time of 1 hour · 48
minutes and 50 seconds. The
winning team was the teamm
which came closest to the Senate's
time, not the team with the lowest
' time.
Let's go through the road race on your marks, get set go!
With the C&\'S lined up at Nike
there was a hundred yard dash to
the cars.
The cars left at three minute
intervals•.. and they' re off!

The . first _stop is the Bristol
Cemetary - participants recorded ·
the names of four males from
tombstones.
Next stop ... Gillarys for coasters ...
Stop number three the Portsmouth Ramada Inn, brochures and
postcards are added to the roadsters' collections;
Jeff Tucker was waiting for the
drivers at stop number four;
Trembly's. A menu was picked up
and . new -directions were handed
out.
Next stop in the race, Joe's
Lounge, another napkin was ad·
ded to the collection.

;

First place Tom Guido and
John .Mu.rphy .1:48:45·
.

'
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Second pla~
Schelfo and F
1:47:.20
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1h Bristol and Newport

Want to join the Newport
YMCA? Ask · a road race winner
for an application - membership
applications were picked up at this
point.
There was no need for suntan
lotion on the beach this time, as
the roadsters reached Newport's
·F irst Beach they were there for an
egg race not a slintan. Jeanne
Silag and Phil Longo manned this
check point, and new directions
Tim McKeon awaited the roadsters at One Pelham East, here
the drivers picked up matches,
napkins and instructions. The
co-pilots picked up oysters from
the raw bar.
Next stop Chicken City for a
take out menu.
.
The drivers coUnting skills were
tested at . Aquidneck, (a Salve
Regina dorm) where they counted
top floor windows and speed
bumps.
We're heading bAck -to school
now and there's a stop at Kal's ·
Family Restaurant, another menu
is added to the racer's collections:
Over the · Mt. Hope Bridge
again, a bridge receipt's obtained.
As the racers' come on campus
again an obstacle course was run
!lDd pies were thrown in the face of
the follower.
In typical autumn tradition the
next step was bobbing for apples
in the Senate Office.
Finally ... racers checked in with
Cindy McNeish and Kim Tinkham.
And the winners were:
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Third place Ray Perry and
.,
Lisa.Kidie ·1::49-:.3=
0 ·.
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At the Movies

Record Review

I

Movie Review: The French Lieutena°nt's Woman
by Mary Ailes

The most recent arrival on the silver screen is
While this kind of technique could be down"The French Lieutenant's Woman", a provocaright distracting and perhaps even·fiustrating
tive film that stars Academy Award winner
to an audience, it is done with skillful craftmanMeryl Streep in an extraordinary performance.
ship by the consistency of the actors and the
The film is ba!!ed on the John Fowles novel of · wisdom of director Reisz. Instead of producing
the same name, a rather complicated but inwhat could be fragmented and uneven effort, it
triguing book that intertwines the-ethics and
is instead a fresh comment on the morality,
morality of Victorian England with the present.
.
values and ethics of society.
The film of "The French Lieutenant's Woman"
What the film does is take a strong look at
is fascinating as it is .a movie within a movie. It
the emotional entanglements between men and
is masterful in its method of selecting the right
women and the havoc it plays with their lives.
moment to depart from the story at hand to the
It is often that a discussion ensues on the
story behind the scenes. It is the story of a
decreasing moral .standards in modern times.
"scarlet woman" shamed in a small Victorian
"The French Lieutenant's Woman" provides an
England town and the man who falls in love ·
interesting view on this very idea. Would it not
with her. But it is also the story of the actors
be absurd to assume that 1981 is reminiscent of'
who portray these people and it iS the intense
the Victorian Era? Is this not the age of the
comparisons made between the two stories that
vulnerable man and the independent woman?
gives "The French Lieutenant's Woman"\'' its'
Social rules and roles of a bygone era have been
amazing strength.
so violently opposed that they no longer exist.
Meryl Streep is excellent as Sara Woodruff
Or do they? What this film suggests in its
and as the actress who plays her. Her performunique method of mirroring societies is that it's
ance has such an.aura that an audience can'
not how much things do change that is so
actually sit still and believe that the magic of
remarkable and worthy ~f comment, but how
the silver screen has returned from an extended
much, in spite of progress, it all ·stays pretty
absence. She is simply perfect in her dual roles.
much the saine. Freedom, honor, values, bitterJeremy Irons is also very good as the man
ness, envy-and the bonds of love remain in each
generation.
.
Streep loves on screen and off. His characters
are complex and while the title of the film insin"The French Lieutenant 's Woman'/ could
uates th.at Streep is the star of the show, it is
possibly be the best film of-its kind to grace the
nevertheless, Irons who should take the honors.
screen in years. What makes this film especially
He not only brings out the best in Streep but he worthy of consideration, is that, though it conalso clarifies the contrasts and, more important- . tains many classical elements, it is, indeed, an
ly, the similarities between the modern-day
original. Neither the book nor the film deviates
actor and the character of Victorian England.
unforgivably from the other. Quite the contrary.
The first three quarters of the film focuses
Both have a substant ability to stand alone, yet
compliment each other.
more on the movie within the film. About the
time television would take a commercial, direc"The French Lieutenant's Woman" is a
cinema experience that combines gothic romance
tor Karel Reisz, breaks away to the actors
reflecting on their performances and what has· with contemporary romance. It continues on to
resulted because of them. But, towards the last
make low key social statements about society in
quarter of the film, the emphasis quickly shifts
general. It has been said that generations may
to the present-day actors and how their growing come and go but the nature of Man. remains the
relationship with each other is affecting the persame. While "The French Lieutenant's Woman "
formances in the movie. In other words, it
is great entertainment, it is also a thought probecomes difficult to distinguish where the "perc
voking experience.
formances" £;•1d and "reality" begins.

CONCERT
LISTINGS

The Police .::.i Ghost in the Machine
by Jeff Brown
It seems as though groups have been trying
for something a little different in their albums.
"Ghost in the Machine", a hot new album by ·
the Police is different from the older Police
recordings. The group has added rich, melodic
synthesyzers, keyboards, and a few wail·
.i nghorns. Stewart Copeland 's drums seem to be
better than ever. There are tunes like "Every
Little· Thing She Does Is Magic," "Rehumanize
Yourself," and "Hungry For You," that are
almost impossible not to stomp your feet and
dance to. One tune called "Demolition Man" is
reminsicent of Heavy Metal, but it has that
"Police Flair" that ma~e them so popular.
Perhaps the best ~hings about this album are
the clues you get that show a lot of care went
into making it. The production is more innovative than commercial, an approach ·that commands respect. As the printing of this article,
the album is number fifteen, but given a little
time, I would have to say it will rut number one,
perhaps for a very long time. This is definitely
one of the top five of the year, and I highly
recommend listening to it.

· harry's

103

"Hopscotch",
Little Time But . Fantastic

mm
103 Bellevue Avenue
Newport, R.I.
846-4555

free admission with
this ad & RWC ID

Tickets for these upcoming events can be purchased at:
Midland Recordsfficketron
Tel. 861-5506

All in all, I don 't believe any of
this incredible feat could have
Normally, to put on a show in been accomplished without the
the Coffeehouse Theatre it takes help of the director, Bob Weiner.
Rhode Island:
two weeks of hard rehearsal and He seemed to know just what to
a fe~ dedicated actors; after this do to I?ake the show a su~cess. It
one is usually guaranteed a good would also seem that Wemer had
Ocean State Performing Arts Center:
performance. This theory was ·. the power to get ":hat he needed
Tix 10.75 & 9.75
Frank Zappa
Nov. 4 7 & 10 p.m:
proven wrong though, by last out of. the actors m such a way
Tix 10.75 & 9.75
Devo
Nov. 6 7:30 p.in.
Friday's performance of "Hop· that virtually, no one could tell
Tix 8.75 & 7.75
Nazareth
Nov. 3 7:30p.m.
scotch".
~hat the show was put together
.The
actors
and
the
director
of
m
two days.
.
..._
Center Stage:
the play had about 72 hours to
Most of all though, it proved
Nov. 7 8:00p.m.
Tix 10.00 (GA)
Al Martino
rehearse for Friday night's per- that hard work, trust, a whole-lot
Nov. 6 9:00p.m.
Tix 6.50 (GA)
Garland Jefferies
formance. There were long hours ~love, and a little bit of luck, is
Nov. 17 9:00 p.m.
Tix ~. 50 (GA)
. U-2
of reading lines and learning
th~t you need be a success.
Nov. 21 9:00p.m.
Tix 7.50 (GA)
George Thorogood
blocking. In spite of this the per- . ~ow, if we could only have more
time.
.
formance was fantast1c.
M•ss.
· "Hopscotch" is a play about ·
Orpheum Theater:
the meeting of two people who '.
. Oct. 31
Tix 10.75 & 9.75
_Tubes
, were lovers 14 years ago, he had 1
Tix 12.75 (resv.)
Nov. 5
Devo
run out on her, she was 16 and
Tix N.A.
Nov. 7
Nazareth
pregnant.
Nov. 13 7:30 & 10:30 p.m. Tix 9.75 & 8. 75
Jerry Garcia
The play is set in a children's
playground which consists of
Chateau
VIiie:
SABOTA~E· ·
Oct. 28-31
only a see-saw, a trashcan and
Framingham, MA
course, · an old blacktop perfect.
George Carlin .
Nov.1 6:00p.m.
15.00
for playirig "Hopscotch".
·
·
Commodores
Nov. 20 8:00p.m.
23.50
Rich Cosbo played the inan,
Tuesday: Two for on~ night
Florida
· the _girl was plar.ed by Jeanne
' Wednesday: Ladies' night, 2
· CollinS:. Both under the circumTh d
. stances, did a beautiful job. They
urs ay: .College night ~'Tangerine Bowl:
.- filled the theatre with tenseemono cover with ID ,
~anclo, FLA
tions. To achieve such a, task in Get on ~st Ian's m&Uiftft list
Grateful Dead/
such a short period of time shows· .
• ••
Allman Bros.
Nov. 26 2:00 p.m.
Tix 15.00
the dedica19n .and ability of .the' To receive free coupons .
·
by Anthony M . Do"'ughney

De

Rt. 114
Rear of
Zayre Plaza
Middletown, RI
846-~17
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1. 101 Uses for a Dead Cat, by Simon Bond . (Clarkson N.
Potter, $2.95) Cartoon humor.
· ·

•

2. The Simple Solution to Rubik's Cube, by James G. Nourse.
(Bantam, $1 .95) Puzzle solver.

•
• .

: (Campus Paperback BdsellerS) :
•

e
e• .

•
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e
e•
e
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•

The Franklin Lymestone Band played their southern Rock for RWC Oct. 24

The Franklin Lymstone Band
brought a bit of southern rock to
Roger Williams c&feteria last Saturday, October 24, which the '
college will never forget.
The band played an incredible
three and one half hours of
soughern" rock music from oth~r
known bands such as, The Allaman Brothers, The Outlaws, The
' Charlie Daniels Band and Lynard
Skynard. The audienct! b,a4 a
heavy positive response to songs
such as, Sweet Home Alabama,
Down South Jukin ', Grey Ghost
andand One Way Out. They also
· played two classics, Johnny Be

Good and MesBin. With the Kid.
·' Abo two of the band's own $0ngs,
.---.:Cotton Mouth. and One Eye Willie.
The--riiajority of the audience
could not believe such a band had
come to RWC to perform and have
not yet- been reco~ized by the
music industry. Many became
converted southern rock fans after
hearing just one song.
The band members consist of
two lead guitarists, Jay Demepsey
and Danny Revenalle, bass, Mike
Palazzolo, drums, Wayne Manca
'atid 'harmonica, Rene Brisson.
Frnklin Lymestone have been a
band since February 1978. Origin: ating in Conn. they have played
from New Jersey to Maine, alone

World War II spy intrigue: fiction .

.i
e
•

4. Firestarter, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $3.95)
Terror becom~s child's play : fiction .

•

s. The Official Preppy Handbook, edited b.y Lisa Birnbach.
(Workman, $4.95) A guide to good taste: humor.

·

•

•
•

7. The Clan of the Cave Bear, by Jean M. Auel. (Bantam.
$~. 75) Cro-Magnon/ Neanderthal saga.

•
•

.

e

8. Mastering Rubik's Cube, by Don Taylor. (Holt, $1 .95)
1
Puzzle solver.
·

·~~~~- ·
•

· 9. Side Effects, by Woody Allen. (Ballantine, $2. 75)
Short stories by the master of humor.
10. The Ring, by Danielle Steel. (Dell, $3.50)
Sweeping romantic saga.
.
.
.

.
••
· .

~ Cllt~<e,.ol H,;11~ Edvc.rion Itom ;nl-;m, j.;,;, uPPl>ed bycot1? 1101" ;~~ougro0V1 1~counir)'. Oct~ ~5. 1Ni.e

••••••••••••••••••••
Compoled-b;

················~·····
New & Recommended · ) :

.

A Little Southern Comfort
by Ramon Silva

e

3. The Key to Rebecca, by Ken Follett. (NAL/Signet, $3.95)

· &. What Color is Your Parachute.? by Richard Nelson Bolles.
(Ten Speed Press.: $6.95) <?areer and job guide.

•

•

•

: (

and with other national.bands such
as, 38 Special, Elvin Bishop, Joe
PenfProject, Grinder Switch and
The Winter Brothers. One member of the band, the backdrop
person, at one time was a student
atRWC. Many hope the band will return
· to RWC along with gaining com. mercial sucess.

•

Entropy, by Jeremy Rifkin with Ted Howard . (Bantam, $3.95)
A new world view.

-p;.-;;-th";(i;;;t~ ·b; R~b~~t ·K:· Ma~~ie: ·(·9 ;jj~~-ti·~~.'$9. 95)
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Wt!T T-SHIRT CONTESTS

.Maximillian's·.·
Discothecque
Girl-meets· robber tale,
'The-Robber Bridegroom
College Night Every Thursday
- no cover with JD
- ladies' drinks half price
Ultimate in Disco
Two bars
(
· Game room·
Fog Machine 1
Mud wrestling
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY-Oct. 29
$100.00 - first prize
$50. 00 - second prize
champagne - third prize
1oaWilliam Street
Newport, RI
849-4747
----~----~~--~------

COUPON

$2.00 off cover on FrL & Sat. nite
with this ad and RWCJD.
·
· Hm'it on~ p~r p~trQn .

by Laura Mal.chman

Coffeehouse performs the Robber Bridegroom

In a girl-meets-robber tale, the comically and musically, as the Harp, played the heac,i ~ ~f Little
cast of The Robber Biidegroom lovers finally discover each other's Harp's executed older . brother.
gave an enjoyable but slightly true identity.
Together, Amadio and f~on put
A few of the actOrs' voices were on a boisterous perfo~ce of
tired performance Monday, October 26, at the Roger Williams . not as powerful as they could have two typically crafty but ~vitably
Coffeehouse Theater.
been, but they were pleasing stupid baddies:
':,.
One student who saw the play anyway.
Robert Crowell, Jr w~ ;dashing
opening night came back a. second
Katy Gale admirably portrayed as Jamie Lockhearb . .Jjmberly
time he liked it so much. He said Rosamund's brassy, mean step- Souza sang prettily in tWe role of
that the performance was mych mother, Salome. Jeanne Anne Rosamund, the compulsively
tighter the first night. But the Cark, as the Raven, was ffill'Vel~ lying, daydreaming herOlie.
play was such fun it seems rude to ous, tall and thin, dressed in black,
Diane Crowell on piano and Rick
be negative.
she preened and flapped and Corbe on wash~d formed the
A novella by Eudora Wetty and warned everyone, "Go back ·my orchestra. Corbe used thumbles on
a book by Alfred Uhry provided .. bonny, turn away home!" Every- · three fingers to scrape and tap out
·
the inspiration for the play. In it, one but Salome. Atthe sight of her a beat.
Jamie Lockhe&rd, a . gentleman the Raven broke off in the middle
Directed by BUnnY '8rons0n,
robber saves the life of Clemment, of the onlyl sentence she kDew. The Robber Bridelfroom had no . ·
a rich plantation owner, Clemment She hl,lllched her shoulders, then abrupt scene changes. ·~ eominvites Jamie to dinner to meet his . turned and covered her head with .,pany danced and Sailg . ~~ . eroper
daughter, Rosamund. But she her wings in fear lUtd distaste. ·
props into place. ·· · ..
.
meeta 'the suave criminal in bis.
It tOok someone as wicked as
Tlie next play~·;pocng A Good
alter;· ~der, ego-"tbe robber of Little Harp,(Paul R Amadio( a. One For The Red ,Ma;n, appears
the 'wOOds." She.falls in love, The low class criminal, .to vanquish · November 6 at 8 -and'lOpm .

. .- - - - - - - - - ··- - - - - - - -··· ·- - - - - • . path to resoluiion is travelled

Salome. William F Fallon, Big

,

------
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'~You, me and the United Way.''
"No one needs an older friend like a fatherless boy.
That's why I became a Big Brother. It gives me a good
feeling to have a friend like Scott. But there are a lot of
fatherless boys out there. So be a Big Brother. Or,

support Big Brothers by giving to the United Way. What
does it take to be a fatherless boy's friend? You, me and
the United Way."

The U~ted Way• • Thanks to fou it works for all of us.
139 human service programs serving over 600,000 people in Southeastern New England.

Papers
Continued from page 1

for student safety. Kids in certain
groups hear about atta.Cks (rape,
assault, etc.) but don't read anything in the paper and they want
to know why."
The ati1ninistration maintains
t he release of such information will
harm certain individuals. "That is
their point of contention,'' · says
Maini. "But they can take the
names out or cover them up. We
just want to know the statistics.
Maini says B.C. students are
supportive. "They are behind the
idea of being informed."
This is not a new issue at B.C.
The college paper has been trying·

to get these figures for the past
eight months. Says Maini: "This is
the last step. w~ have exhausted
every other means of getting
information." Other means being
appealing to campus security officials and college administrators.
"All we want is access," insists
Maini. "We aren't trying to make
name for ourselves ...

a

A spokesperson for Dartmouth
was unavanable· to answer questions. Information was obtained
from the October 18, 1981 edition
of The Sunday Boston Globe.

Oren I
continued from page 6

the reputation of RWC. I want to
make Roger Williams a college
where students can say they are
proud to be from and proud to be .
,
in.
. As a Senator, I believe I will be
a valuable asset to hQth the Senate
and the college community. I feel
that the goals that fve listed here
are the goals of many of you.
Through hard work; we will
achieve the personal and material
satisfaction that we all desire.
If you feel as I do, vote for me,
Craig Orent. Thank You!

Nault
continued from page 6

2. To work closely with administration so that students are up to
date on what is going on within
their college. After all, without
the students there would be no
college and I feel they .have the
right to know internal matters.
3. Unify!! Make this a college
community, a community that acts
as one, thinks as one, and lets the
people know they care about
themselves and their college.

4. Social life; everybody needs it,
everybody wants it, but it must
come in all different kinds of ways.
Therefore, I feel that the Student
·Senate should work to create more
ways to have people socialize and
be happy here at c,ollege.
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Cross Country Sprints ·
·- Towards Districts ·
Guy Picciurro
The Roger Williams College
country team won a five
cross
0
What ~ ~at idea, offering a school football official. But s0rpristeam individual meet held at
• ·class desigiled for stupid ques- ingly many only manage "to stand
. Eastern · Nazarene on October
tions - ~Y when those up and cheer when other people
10th. The Hawks placed first
· · · stupid questions are about (genu- do."
·
with 30 points and were followed
.• fieet here) football. Yes, at the . For his befuddled student&- half
The 1981-82 National Hockey by · the host team Eastern
Mount' Olf1Dpus of_ football, the to three-quarters of whom are League season is officially und~r Nazarene, Western New
.·University of Alabama, the sports womep- Booth begins with the way and there have been drastic England, Suffolk; and Mass.
· gods have designed to let mere basics: the shape of the field, bow steps taken to iiitensify old and Maritime. The team is now 8-2
following a fourth place finish in
mortals in OD few secretej of the to score points, }Jut they leave create new rivalries.
-; universe: .. ·wishbone formations, ·knowing some of the finer pc:iints of
For novices, as well as expert the Tri-States meet on the 17th.
Despite falling down in the Oc•·.blitzing &hit piling on, to name a the game, such
the veer and fans of the game, I will explain the
· few.
.. · - ·
·
single-wing formations, and what ·process that has taken place which tober 10th race, sophomore Mike
. Rothfuss barely lost the indivi.. . . ·• "Speebitor Foot)>all" is the name type of plays to expect on various is commonly known as realign- . dual title by a split second to a
of the counte, offered for non-cred- downs. - ment. Removed from the sport is Western New England runner.
· .'.it by the continuing-education · For the most part, the players . the balances schedule in which . Senior. Barry Rothfuss placed a
. · division, $Pd designed to make that students come in contaet with each club played the other 20 strong third with a swift time of
.. , .Saturday 'rituals aecessible to ··· are red and blue dots which move teams.fout tiines apiece. Here is a · 26:55, just ten seconds behind
his brother. ·Sophomores Dave
·- masses. '.'You'd .think that people around a little board. But there's a look at the knew NHL.
DeNuccio and Jon Kohan and
- . ~the Soµth, with it'.s emphasis on bonus toward the end of each
freshman John Ridgeway closed
''.: football. w9uld know more about class, when a visit .is paid by
Prince of Wales Conference
out
the scoring for the victorious
' what's ~ing on,'' says instructor (genufleCt twice) one of the actual
Norris-Division: Winnipeg Jets,
Hawks.
~-- Edward .l;Jo<)th, a veteran high · team coaches.
Detroit Red ·Wings, Toronto
Turning our attention to the
Maple Leafs, Chicago _ Black Tri-States meet, the :Hawks did
Hawks, Minnesota North Stars,
St. Louis Blues .
. Smythe Division:
Edmonton
Oilers, Calgary Flames, Los
Angelas Kings, Colorado Rockies,
RWC's women's volleyball
Vancouver Canucks.
team, playing in its first season
as a varsity team, · stopped
Clarence Campbell Conference , Western Connecticut St. twice
Adams Division:
New York by the score of 15-8 for their iniIslanders, N!t,w Yol'lc Rangers, tial victories of the season in a rePhiladelphia Flyers, Washington cent Rhode Island College InviCapitals, Pittsburgh Penguinf;.
tational tournament. ·
Lynn Lafleur scored eight coriHere is a look at what will take s'ecutive points from her serv~ng
place this year. In all of the position to give Roger Williams
five-team divisions, each team will the lead for good in the opening
compete against the clubs in its game. The Hawks came right
own division eight times during back in the next match . and
the regular season while playing duplicated its score from the
the clubs outside of the division previous one. They were led by
Hawk fullback lines up boot three times each. The Norris the solid play of Toni Pentifallo,
division, which is the only one of Donna Fatore, Cindy Schell, and
't kind •th · t
·
Jackie Wegner. In the squad's
~ s . WI SIX eams. occup!~g other matches in the tournament,
it, ~ ~l~y seven games_ within , they absorbed losses to the
by Guy Picciurro
the. dlVlsion and - three games ·hands of RIC, The Community
against the ·other fifteen clubs College of Rhode Island, and
The · Ro&:er Williams Coliege Mike Clinton scored the Hawks outside of the division. When New Rochelle.
soccer team defeated Skidmore only goal of the game versus this , completed with this complex regThis past weekend, the volleyCollege (N.Y.) 5-3 on Saturday, division two power.
ular season, the playoffs will ball team traveled to MassachuOctober 17th. The squad is now
Other· recent victories have attemp~ to exceed it in eomplexity. setts. to !ace the. Springfield Colclose decisions pdsted over
. just one victory away from winThe NHL has retained 'the lege JUmor varsity and Western
ning the _Mayflower conference .Johnson'St. (1-0) and Lyndon St. sixteen-club playoff system.' But, New England College. De~pite
championship for the second (2-1). Goalie John · Crandall ·
d f h · be
·. the strong play by Lmda
year in a row. Their record~stands · recorded his fourth shutout this mstea o t e n~m r one team m Barbeiri and Sall Mains RWC
·
Y ·
'
.at 5-0 ill the conference and 10-2 season in that - Johnson St.- the league facmg the last place
overall. 1 •
.
. .
- .
·match. Freshman Gary Cruz qualifier in the playoffs, the league
. Senior .~ forivatd Ken Wilsoi:i · scored th only goal in the waning
played . ~- fantastic all-around minutes. He now has seven goals
· ·g ame u . be· tallied four times in on the year.
,
_.' · the conies.t:: . He now leads the
RWC is now rapked number 21
•team iif gOals. seared With eight, in the N AIA divisio~ three i>olls.
·. ' Skidm•: waS: leading the matih ,.. .A victory over rival Castleton St.
Mon. thru Thurs.;
·.. at· the ~ by a count
3~1 but . on' Saturday would close . an
2
for 1, ~10 Bar Brands
the Ha;rl,s evened matters up in: ,. _undefeated coi)ference season
Tuesday;
.
·
regu]at.iji pl8y by virtue of goals and would insur~ them ()f a t~p
notch~. by; Wilson and Will · seed in the District ,F ive cham·50 cent drafts 12-8
~still~iWil.so~ 's two goals in~ . pionships held \Jl· early Noyem. ·. ove~~- clinched .and sec~ .. ber. ShOl,l.ld the llawks prove vie.'
·'
the viBY' _, .· ·
· .· · · iQrious in the upming di:Stricts,
· \ A. ·~ : tC? . :W est~rn : New "'. t~e.r will fly · Illinois for the
..
. E
:~lleg& . earlier .m the . ni.t1oilals, .a fit§t for " Roger
,· .. I~· .
l .
, week
i .nOt discourap the Williams· soccer.\beu-· main foe
)hey captured . thett iS expected to .,...l(~ne St.: .
. .HALLOW.EN
OcT~ 31,
·.• tentb : ·
. of the ~paign~ .. .-~~ ··
-·
~::-.---. · ....·
_/"

NHL Realigned

a

as

not perform up to expectations.
The fourth and fifth men ran particularly flat as the team placed
fourth behind RIC, Assumption,
and the host team, Bryant. RWC
.· just could .not keep up with the
leaders who clock_ed an extremely
fast 4:27 openingcxiile. "The hills
and the pace took its toll as the
team gradually faded throughout
the contest," commented timekeeper Ben Heileman.
.
·. B. R?thfus~ led the R\\'.'C bar- .
ners with a mnth place fimsh; He
was followed by DeNuccio {10th)
_ and.M. Rothfuss (13th). The gap,
_however, following these top
three. finishers was far too great
as · 81dgeway (39th) and Kohan ..
(4lst) were much further back in
t~e. pack than.expected. ''Realistlcally speaking, both should
have been ten places up in the
field," pointed out Coach Conway. "If tha~ were the case we
would have came in second instead of fourth."

Women's Volleyball Has Bright ,
Future
· ·

·Soccer Team Eyes Title

been

dropped both matches, leaving
their season record at 2-16.
Coach Joel Dearing has a
positive attitude towards this
years team. Dearing comments
"the girls have improved rapjdly
in a very short period of time.
Our schedule is full of experienced varsity teams and we have
made a terrific showing thus far.
Wegner and Schell have been
outstanding servers for us, while ·
Mains and Barbeiri have beeri exceptional at the net, both spiking
and blocking. Pentitallo and
Fatore have been consistent allaround performers. Kelly Klein,
Kathy Callahan, and Lafleur
have seen lots of action and have
done an admirable job."
This volleyball program is going to gain recognition in a few
· short years if the club can continue to improve at the pace it's
at now. Although they are experiencing the pains of .a ·growing
program this year, they· are still
enjoying the competition.
_ Upcoming matches are October 30th at Barringt;On College
and November 7th's state tournament.
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. < · Intercollegiatemeets"deal with . _.
•· . ~ Eqyestriim · Club . is. an a different fonn of riding which is ..
. · _ . organizatibn...·which includes ·:. not taught at this · stable. At · ..
· student& - ~;
riding lea.s ons RWC, _we deal mainly with .
._and to: lea.in mo~ about the care dressage. Therefo~; it w0~d be
of horses:_· ::
· _ -fairly di(ficult for us· to compete .
Riding .lessons . are given to · in the meets. Instead, the stable
begiDDer~ :-,w~o have: never had has arran~ .a few .meets with
the opportumty to nde a horse; Johnson and Wales, who are in
and to the more advancec! rider. the same standing we are in. The
Lecture~ ~ offered on different date of the show ·is not yet
a~ts • to, th!'! horse. For exam- definite, but the ·team would
pie, several of .the subj~ts ·appreciate some . support at the
covered~- groommg, combmed· meet. It .should be interesting to
training; .and shoe~~ a horse. ·w~tCh.
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NFL Reaches Half-Way
Point
by Jim Sullivan
We're at the halfway point of on Sunday against the Eagles.
the National Football League reg- "Now here's a real shocker, the
u1ar· season, and there ar.e some New York Giants ha~e won three
surprise 'division leaders.
straight and are two games above
The Miami Dolphins con~inue to the 500 mark. They have finally
lead their division by a half game, found a way to score more points ·
despite their 28-2'.1 loss at the than they give up, ju~t think, if the
hands of the Dallas Cowboys. season were to end· now, the
Miami
quarterback
David Giants would qualify as a wild
Woodley will have to be confident card team. Savor · this feeling ·
·that his five, interceptions against Giant fans, it could be very short
Dallas was not an indication of lasting. St LoUis has been ·no
things to come. Buffalo squeaked a better than mediocre, · and the
win out over Denver, but will need Washington Redskins are haviDg a
inspired play from key veterans in poor season, !ven, though they
order to catch the young and preyed on the Foxbol'Q flops for
hungry Dolphins. The New York their second victory of the season.
Jets and the New England In the NFC Central, first place
Patriots will have a to_ugh battle Minnesota seems to be th.e team to
for unprestigious third place while beat. Quarterback Tommy .
the Baltimore Colts have a tight Kramer - and the Vikes offense
. grasp on last place with an have been a constant qem~sis to
. embarassing 1-7 record.
opposing defenses. To give an idea
In the AFC Central Division the of the brand of football played in
Cincinnati Bengals and the this division, the Vikes have given
Seahawk defender's lateral movement proves too much for Bentley back
Pittsburgh Steelers share the lead up more points than they've
- with records of 5-8. Two weeks scored. Tampa Bay may prosper
. ago the Bengals snapped the soon if Doug Williams remembers
Steelers four game winning streak that he must throw to his receivdue to a fine performance by · ers and not through them. Detroit
Cincy
quarterback,
Ken has come on as of late thanks to
Anderson. Thanks to a super backup quarterback Eric Hipple
performance by the sensational and the ever .present Billy Sims.
George Rogers of New Orleans, Green Bay and Chicag() will have
the Bengals lost for.the third time to fight it out for rights to last
on Sunday. The Steelers took place in the worst division in
advantage of the situation and football.
by Guy Picciurro .
handily} beat the Houston . Oilers · Free spirited quarterback Joe
~-13 on Monday Night. Pitts- Montana, . the number one rated
Are you a Giant fan? If the · far. His job just may be on the line
The Giants defense this season
burg's defense totallv frustrated passer in the league, bas put the answer is yes, you are probably if the club collapses in the second has been·nothing short of phenom. the great Earl Campbelland made incredibie San Frans"isco 49ers in getting your first taste of a true half of the campaign. Chances are .. enal. They have held their opponquarterback Ken Stabler look like sole possesion of first place in the contender. .It has been a wait they won't. .
ents to but 118 points, .t hird in the
the burned out old man that he NFC Western Division. The 49ers far-too-long for New .York fans ·
Providing leadership in the league thus ·far. Harry Carson and
really is. In most divisions the came up with a big win over the since they have produced . a . 27-24 victory, as well as the entirt? Brad VanPe~t have lived up to
Cieveland Browns would-probably Rams, while the Atlantic Falcons, playoff-caliber club.- The questiQn s~ason, _was ~u~~er~ack Phil their all~pro· ·exp~tions once
be in contention for tire first, but . who have been somewhat of an that is being most . asked is. .... SlDlDls. Sunms, ID hlS thud year as. again. Rookie Lawrence Taylor is
their 500 record is .only good . enigma, are struggling at .500. however "Are the Giants For Real" well, threw for 256 yards arid is already ari NFL superstar. He has
• enough to tie them with Houston Down in New Orleans, the Saints
The Giants have not had a ohe of the top ten rated passers in made many. quarterbackS think
, for last place.
have improved drastically under winning season since 1972 when the circuit. Simms has finally come twice about passing considering he
Over . in the AFC · Western Head Coach Bum Philip~. Th_ey've they went 9-5. Although most fans . into his owJi after two frustrating is very capable of breaking a few
Division, the surprising Kansa5 already doubled the totiil number have remained loyal through this se~ns. His po~ent~ is absolutely .bones here and there. If the Giants
. are to be a serious contender, their
City Chiefs sport a 6·2 record, the •· of victories they h~ last. y~~· ~n-year drought, few can ~th- unlimited:
best in the conference. They have That does sound ~e qwtc: an stand another dreadful sealion.
A key .acquisition in the resUFg- ·.. defense must hold up. It is
had clutch running fronl Billy ; improvement .until we remember. After Sunday's thrilling overtime ance of this Giant team has l>een ' definitely their strongest asset:
Jackson and Joe DelaDey, ·along that tht; Saints only ~on on~ g~e victory. over . the highly-rated ex-Oiler running back, Rob C~- . Don't go overbOard Giants fans .
. with key turnovers·
their · · last season; Keep trymg Bum, you Atlanta Falcons, the Giants are in penter. Carpenter has rushed for It is still too early in tl!e season to
: defense. The San Diego Cltarger& still have the second half of the position t,d earn a wild-card berth. almost 300 y·ards, . including get overconfident. . But who
Coach Ray Perkins exclaimed, back-tO-back .100 ·.yard gameil, knows? This just may be the year
and the Denver Broncos are tied season to look forward to.
for second place with 5-3 records.
."Our guys fought and fought. since he was shipped to the that the Giants win the Super
Even though the. Chargers have
They played like they were fight- 'Meadowlands. In his short· stint ih . · Bowl ring!
scored the - highest number of
ing World Warm. Winning it the N.J., the Giants: have Won .tru-ee
points in the NFL, their team has
[
way we ·did is a ·greater feeling straight games. It's aoout tilne
been sputtering about. Denver on
. ·~·
~
than winning 75-0."
this rugged pack broke tbrQugh
the other hand has been somewhat .
Perkjns, in' his third year with the shadow -of Earl·CaiiipbelJ and ·
of a surprise. Their ancient
•
the Giants,' bas experienced 4-12 became a recognized future NFL
quarterback Craig Morton . ·has.
an
_ 4 6-1(> seasons respectively thus . star.
been almost as much of asuctessful shock as rookie wide receiver
Steve Watson, who averages a
· touchdown reception -per game.
Out in Oakland the Raiders have
collapsed. Their offense is so
terrible that they've been shut out
·in half of their games. Their Super
-Bowl hero, quarterback . Jim
· Plunkett h&S been· benched be- · · . ,,.:
cause his luck has finally run ·out~..;·:>' · ·· and now he must contemplate : ·. ·, '· "' .: ··~
retirement. Go ahead Jim and
quit, you've got your trophies. At .--/·
this rate the Raiders and·~ the
Seahawks will battle it out ·for " ·. ' · '' · <':
rights to the cellar.
In the NFC East, Philadelphia is
.. ,.·'
• in first place and feature one of the
most balanced attacks in the NFL.
RWC kicks off after ensuing touchdown
The Cowboys are one game .back
at 6-2 but will have a crucial game

Are the Giants for .Real?
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.Quill

Classified

Personals

ASC/.AIA
Architecture Society
presents .

To the third roomate. Hi, thanks
for everything so far~'Oh; by the
way I found the C02 tank outsid~
your door. What a grin from ear
.to ear. the next morning. Signed
the other me.
Hi Sweetheart,
Since i dedicated a aong, I would
like to dedicate a peraonal. "I want
to tell you that you are special....,,
Signed;
.T he
other
me.

.
..
Belushi: I know you got fired at
Caldors, .but maybe _your fat.her
Child sitting position available in can get you a job at StotskystienBarrington to care for three child- . bergs Jewelers.
ren ~nally. Salary open. -,
.~
. Belushi: Is- it true that you were
Part-time.
.
_Live-in, free apartment. Would the poster c~d ;or the Save The
have to pick up , girl from school Whale campaign
and stay with her. _"Work" Sat.:
Belushi: Is it true that your father H
urday, free Sunday. Portsmouth'.
·
~ kliftto
t
"to eyroom 333
· •
had to buy a ~or
ge you m Your cub sc:Out knots didn't work!
Live-in for free. Some housework, bed?
Guess who? h~ ha!
·
cook some meals-care for woman
in a wheelchair. Barrington. $30 Found: i ·brown shopping bag of
day.
men's underwear, v~us sizes.,_Hey Bunny,
. including 1 unusual Pal?' of blue Likely Story that you don't re- ·
Live-in sitter, care for a young mesh. Aren't you glad we gave member about last Friday night.
boy, early mornings and late them back? Guess who!?
C'mon back over anfj I'll drop a few
afternoons . . (Live-in=own apartmore quaters, then tell me another
ment) Bristol. Salary wiknon.
Everyone: Personals cost now -- one!!
·
only 25 cents. Thank you. The Signed; 2-minute warning.
Perso~ needed to run A.B. Dick . Staff.
Equipment (need press work ex- .
.
,Hey Donny,
perience). Typesetter also needed.
# 22-There are definate..
Where are you going this weekWarren. Salary unknown.
beneficial ways to avoid 3 a.i;n. end; Fla? Are you going to make 2
phone calls. Maybe someday i1l or 3 classes next week?
Waitress wanted for job in Ports- . tell. ~ou all abou~ it . . Signed, The boys from the PENTHOUSE.
mouth. llam to 2 or 3pm. Salary .' WaitingforyolJ!signal.
negotiable.
~-------------------~--.,
J

!·RINALDO PETRINI
PROFESSOR FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

lecture To-pie:
.Wed. Nov. -4
"The Art of Restoration"
At ·s:.30 PM, LH 128

per

Clerical Work- record keeping,
some sales at Providence furniture
store.
Information on Alaskan and
Overseas Employment. Excellent
income potential.
Call 31?-741-9784 ext. 7814

TIME .AND JIOO'ION STUDIE8:
Dm eiolledion. AUlebal'o llA. $& ·
l*' . boar. 'looking far ~

Lecture Topic:
"Architectural Education
· in the Worl_d"
at s:ao PM, LH 128

· ·All faculty & students welcome!!

NOVEMBER, 1981.
Anyone interested should contact
Tom Falciglia or Marilyn Savoie
in the Development Office X2~11.

Placement News

continued form page 14

officials have set it up ·in order t o
have the preliminary and quater,final roupds be played in each
division. This systein would meet
heat
up some new rivlries and intensify
· old ones. The winners of their
respective conferences would suit
up then for the Stanley Cup.
It is a new, and sometimes
difficult, realignment to conceive,
but I hop that what I have tried to
explain has helped you a bit.

Keep your engine tuned.

Drive at a steady pace.

;)@Vrru~
J)j)'-.v,...,_----~
v

to be held on campus in

F,or more information on the above
positions contact the Placement
Office.

'·

c

RWC PHONOTHON

Architectural Engineer wanted for
position in Barrington. Salary
open. Part-time. ·

HOW TO
GET BETTER MILEAGE
FROM YOUR CAR•••

Avoid hot rod Starts.

to participate in the

major-~· -

Thurs. Nov. 5

Obey the 55 mph speed limit.

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVl·TED -

~~~~-~

For a free booklet with more easy energy-saving tips,
write "'Energy," Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

ENERGY.
We can't affonl to waste it.
U.S. Department of Energy

How to go about making career probably find work. This is one
decisions.
place where early planning .can
really pay off.
· For those in college' who are . 4.Be patient. Start the actual
faeing career decisions, here is a job-finding process early in your
checklist of things to do, compiled senior year. Your placement
om the advice of career counse- office can probably help you ,
ors from across the country.
with r esume writ ing and inter1.Begin career homework early. view techniques. Take advanFreshman year is not too soon to tage of t hese services.
make your first visit to your 5.Don't restrict yourself geoon-campus placement office.
graphically. There are areas of
The staff there may· have voca- the country t hat have been more
tional tests or other r;nethods for hard hit. by the recession than
self-analysis on hand. In addi- others. Though there are opportion, t hey may be able to help tunities everywhere, it is not
you plan your time out of class in wise to assume that the job of
order to take 11dvantage of your dreams is to be fotind only
opportunities (part-time jobs, in a major urban area such as
internships, on-campus work~ New York or Lfs Angeles.
shops, etc.) that may increase DATES TO REMEMBER:
your marketability.
Resume Workshop:A resume
2.Learn as much as you can workshop will be held tuesday,
about jobs within the profession October 27th from 3pm to Sp
you think you might want to in the Meeting Place, Dorm I,
enter. Ask your placement of- Tower A . .
fice for names of alumni who are
in the field. Write to them and
ask them how they got started Harvard Law School:A representand what specifically it is they · ative from Harvard Law School
do.
.
will hold . an informal group
3.Don't be ·completely discour- meeting open to all interested
aged by reports of lack of jobs in students and faculty. It will be
an area that you really want to held on Friday, October 30th,
enter. It may take more work from 9-lOam in the Meetin
and a longer time, but college Place, Dorm I, Tower A . .
placement officers unanimously
agree that if you want the job
badly enough, have planned Seniors: Resumes must be
your college years well and are brought ~ the Placement Office
willing to be flexible you ·can one day before your interview
with the recruiter.
EVENING HOURS
The Placement Office is open on · Tuesday .evenings until
9:00 m.

